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RENNIE’S SELECTED SEEDS
13 ENNIE’S SEEDS have the confidence of
growers and dealers everywhere.
A steady and consistently increasing demand
may be accepted as conclusive evidence of the
high esteem in which “Rennie’s Seeds” are held
by discriminating growers throughout the
Dominion.
Our Special Grades supplied in sealed car¬
tons only, are recognized by the leading agri¬
cultural authorities to be the finest Grades
offered for public sale.
High undeviating standards insure uniform
excellence, and Dealers can confidently recom¬
mend our Special Grades with the fullest assur¬
ance, knowing that each variety has been thor¬
oughly tested, and is offered for sale under the
protection of the name “Rennie.”
We have a complete list of,
Clovers, Timothy, Grasses, Forage Plant Seed
Seed Corn, Oats, Wheat, Barley and Peas, Onion
Setts, Seed Potatoes, Incubators and Brooders
Poultry Supplies, Calf Meals, Feeding Stuffs, Bird
Seed, Insecticides, Fertilizers, Garden Imple¬
ments and Tools, Etc.
Write us when ready to buy

Ask for copy of Rennie’s Seed Annual—
we will gladly forward it on request.
THE
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COMPANY
LIMITED

KING AND MARKET STS.
TORONTO
Also at MONTREAL and VANCOUVER
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The Modern Dairy

The absolute necessity of installing only RELIABLE and EFFI¬
CIENT Farm and Dairy Machinery has been brought home very
forcibly to Canadian Farmers during the past few years.
Millions of dollars have been thrown away on inferior cream
separators, which waste as much cream in a short time as would pay
for a good machine twice over, besides giving continual trouble and
being fit only for scrap inside of three years.
Thousands of poorly-built, low-grade Farm Engines have been
thrown aside after less than 12 months’ use, a 100% loss on the in¬
vestment.
The Farmer who purchases

T
¥
G
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O
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FARM AND DAIRY MACHINERY
can depend upon a lifetime of efficient service.

LISTER ENGINES & GRINDERS—MELOTTE SEPARATORS
LISTER MILKING MACHINES—LISTER ENSILAGE CUTTERS
LISTER FARM LIGHTING PLANTS

R. A. LISTER & Company (Canada) Limited
TORONTO

WINNIPEG

MONTREAL

EDMONTON

Lister Service and Sales Depot, Guelph
94 Macdonnell Street
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Oil Cake Meal
The Best Live Stock Food

*

Kendall’s
Spavin Treatment
has now been refined for
human use. Its penetra¬
ting powers quickly relieve
swellings, sprains and bruises.
It goes right to the seat of the
trouble, soothes, cools and heals.

J.&J. LIVINGSTON
BRAND
THE BEST OIL CAKE
FLAX SEED
PURE LINSEED MEAL
Prompt Shipment
Reasonable Prices

THE DOMINION
LINSEED OIL CO.

KENDALLS
SPAVIN
TREATMENT
has been known to horsemen, veterinarians and
farmers for more than 40 years as Kendall's Spavin
Cure. They trustit and count on it as the one certain
remedy for all kinds of lameness, all hurts, strains,
and sprains, spavin, ringbone, splint and curb.
Ask your druggist for the FKEE book or write.

Dr. B. KENDALL, CO.,
ENOSBURG FALLS, VT.

Limited
Montreal, Que. St. Boniface, Man.
Head Office and Mill, BADEN, ONT.
Branch Office,

TORONTO

rom
sure: if you use
KRESO DIR N? t
HOW MANY,MANY TIMES YOU NEED SOMETHING
OF THIS KIND, TO KILL LICE ON A COLT OR CALF,
TO TREAT A CASE OF MANGE OR RINGWORM,TO
WASH OUT A CUT OR A SCRATCH, TO ^DISINFECT
A WOUND OR A RUNNING SORE OR GALL;
HOW OFTEN YOU COULD MAKE GOOD USE OF
RELIABLE ANTISEPTIC IF YOU ONLY HAD IT.

KEEP KRESO DIP N?l ON

W

YOU WILL FIND IT THE BEST KIND OF
''INSURANCE AGAINST LOSS FROM PARASITES AND DISEASE.

VL

ITS A REAL NECESSITY ON EVERY FARM.
there is always good money in healthy, thrifty, well kept
STOCK. LOUSY, MANGY, DIRTV, NEGLECTED ANIMALS
. ARE A LOSING GAME ANYTIME AND ANYWHERE.
USE A GOOD DIP AND YOU WILL HAVE NO TROUBLE.

BE SURE YOU HAVE THE RIGHT KIND
NO QUESTION ABOUT IT JF YOU USE KRESO DIP NO.Ii
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS

Manufactured by Parke, Davie A Co.

Walkerville, OnL
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Page®
of MONEY SAVING
Minis for Farmers/

Every single page of
our free book on Con¬
crete and how to use
it, points the way to pro¬
fitable farming.
It pictures and describes
the silo, barn, foundation
wall and floor, ice house, ma¬
nure pit, trough, poultry
house, walks, etc., that you can
readily build with Concrete.
shows the advantages these concrete
structures will give you by putting an
end to vermin, fire-loss, dirt, repair bills
and waste—items that eat into your pro¬
fits every day of the year.
This book is a lesson in practical, econo¬
mical, modernized farming and it’s yours
for the asking.

Write or mail your coupon NO W for your
copy of this valuable book.
Canada Cement can be secured from over 2,000
dealers in nearly every city, town and village
in Canada. If you cannot locate a convenient
dealer write our nearest Sales Office.

Canada Cement Company Limited

&^"o0

1364

Canada Cement Company Building
Phillips Square
Montreal

Montreal

Send me your literature

Sales
Toronto

at
Winnipeg

Calgary

1364

Name.
Address .

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Winter Egg Production
Another of Delco-Light’s Paying Features
With bright, safe electric light in your poultry house, furnished
by Delco-Light, you can increase egg production during the win¬
ter months when prices are highest.
One farmer states' “Delco-Light has increased the egg yield
of my flock to such an extent that it will pay for itself in six
months’ time.
This is one of Delco-Light’s pro¬
fitable

There

are

25

styles and sizes
of Delco-Light
Plants—one to
meet your exact
requirements.

uses.

It has

many others.

is economical in operation
quires little attention.

and re¬

A General

Providing power to operate numer¬

Motors product—its dependability is

ous labor-saving conveniences about

guaranteed.

the farm and in the house, it pays for

You

can

get

your

Delco-Light

itself in the time and labor saved—

now at very low prices.

gives you electric light free wherever

it for a small payment down and on

you want it.

the easiest terms.

This

fact

is

proven

180,000 satisfied users.

by

over

Delco-Ligh.t

You can get

See our nearest

distributor at once or write us for in¬
teresting Delco-Light literature.

Delco-Light Co. of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Ontario
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, LTD., 173 King St. East, Toronto

Dependable

DELCO - LIGHT
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Come away from your narrow windows,
.Come out fiom your plastered walls,
To a world of silver and crystal
In the blue of the roofless halls.
The little twigs are a-shimmer,
The trees are in shining mail;
The rosy bark of the maple
Glows through a sparkling hail.
Not a woodland harp is idle,
Not a frolic touch is lost—
Each diamond bead is falling
To a tiny song of frost.
The lilacs have wonderful drapings—
Brocades of silver showers—
They bow like graceful ladies,
In garlands of bridal flowers.
But the balsams are all in ermine,
Edging the tassels green—
And they sing a deeper music
When the wind blows swift and keen.
Come out and leave to the dull ones
The warmth of their plastered walls!
For us—the silver and crystal
And the blue of the roofless halls.

—Richard Scrace.

"THE PROFESSION WHICH I HAVE EMBRACED REQUIRES A KNOWLEDGE OF EVERYTHING”

VOL. XXXVI.

GUELPH, ONT, FEBRUARY, 1924

Jas. A. Neilson, Horticultural Experiment Station,

No. 6

Vineland Station, Ont.

fruit

For the purpose of making a labora¬

growers that some varieties of apples

tory study of the morphological and

of

cytological

T

IS

well

good

known

to

quality,

many

which

are

not

factors

concerned

in

the

own trunks

union of the stock and scion, particu¬

because of susceptibility to collar rot,

larly in the first year’s growth, these

sunscald,

be

phases of the problem were assigned to

more successfully grown on the trunks

A. E. Murneck, a graduate assistant

or tops of other hardier varieties.

This

of 1917 and 1918, under the immediate

practice of top working good commercial

direction of T. J. Maney, Chief of the

sorts on hardy stocks has been carried

Pomology Section.

on quite extensively in many parts of

study were incorporated in Mr. Mur-

America, especially in the Upper Mis¬

neck’s

sissippi Valley, but until recently very

which constitutes a report of progress

little definite

has

on this phase of the apple stocks project.

been done to determine what varieties

The continuation of studies on apple

are best adapted and what varieties

stocks was assigned to the writer as a

are

purpose.

graduate research assistant in Septem¬

The need of definite knowledge on this

ber, 1919, under the immediate direction

problem and the numerous extensive

of Chief Maney.

losses caused by adverse climate con¬

presented

ditions to fruit plantations in Iowa and

investigation, and it is hoped that these

regions having similar climates, led the

data may prove of value to fruit growers

late Prof. S. A. Beach, of the Horti¬

in Iowa and elsewhere.
The work undertaken by the writer

entirely

hardy
or

least

cultural

on

their

crotch

may

experimental

adapted

Section

Experimental

injury

for

of

this

the

Station,

work

Iowa
to

State

undertake

definite experimental work, having for
its object the selection of hardy stock
varieties suitable

for

the

chief com¬

1907.

for

were

confined

the

M.

S.

Degree,

The data herewith
obtained

largely

to

during

a

this

study

of

stocks under greenhouse conditions.
In

this

experiment,

twenty - eight

varieties of apples were grown in the
greenhouse under control conditions to

mercial apples grown in Iowa.
This

was

thesis

The results of the

in

get material for further studies in the

It included the planting of a

morphology and cytology of the graft

project

was

inaugurated

the

union and to furnish data which might

especial purpose of studying the ques¬

aid in the selection of varieties for a

tion of the best apple stocks for the

larger and more comprehensive orchard

leading standard commercial apples of

stock experiment.

the

being

were divided into three equal lots with

maintained on a good experimental basis

one exception, in which case only five

and is yielding valuable data.

trees could be obtained.

Pomology

region.

Section

This

orchard

planting

for

is

The stock varieties

All stock trees
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were whip grafted a short distance above

effect of these characters on the con¬

the ground line, with the scion varieties

geniality of stock and scion, are factors

early

that must be considered.

in

January,

1920,

and

were

In view of these numerous variable

planted immediately.
The trees were allowed to grow until

factors, which may affect the results,

the end of the first week in June, when

and taking into account the fact that

they were dug up and detailed notes
taken on the length growth, weight of

the work was done with plants that

new growth, the graft union and the

data instead of a few months, it is

root system.
After careful records had been taken

difficult

clusions and, therefore, the results of

on all of these trees, the graft unions of

this

each lot were cut out and placed in a

indicative rather than conclusive.

require many years to produce reliable
to draw many definite con¬

experiment

are

to

be

taken

as

large jar in preservative solutions for

The data thus obtained shows great

future studies in the morphology and

variation in per cent, of stand, length

cytology of the union.

and

A serious and

weight

of

growth,

character

of

long continued period of illness com¬

union

pelled the writer to leave before the

appears

graft unions could be studied.

between any of these factors in most

Subse¬

quently this phase of the work was

to

root

system,

and

there

be very little correlation

of the varieties.

undertaken and reported on by A. R.
Delamarter and J. S. Bailey.

and

Taking into account the hardiness,
disease resistance of the stock varieties,

As a result of the studies undertaken

the vigor and habit of growth of the

by the writer, a great mass of data was

stock trees, as based on personal obser¬

obtained and tabulated.

vation and studies,

too

voluminous

and

This data is

inconclusive

the per cent, of

to

trees growing, the rating in length and

present in detail in an article of this

weight of growth, and the character of

kind, and therefore the tabulations have

union formed,

been omitted.

made a satisfactory showing and would

the following varieties

probably give good results when planted
as

Discussion of Results

stock

trees:

Virginia

Crab,

Mc¬

In an experiment of this kind there

Mahon, Dudley, Patton Greening, Tol¬

are many variable factors which may

lman Sweet, Scott Winter, Charlamoff

affect

and Anisim.

the

results.

The

health

and

vigor of the stocks, the number, size,

Delicious ranked fairly high in per¬

distribution and condition of the roots

cent of trees growing, length and weight

of the stocks, the size of the stock in

growth and character of union, but it

comparison to the size of the scion,

cannot be recommended as a stock in

the condition of the scions, the care

Iowa on account of lack of hardiness.

with

In milder climates, however, it would

which

the

grafts

were

made,

wrapped, waxed and planted, the soil
in which the

trees were grown,

likely be satisfactory.

the

Jonathan also ranked high as a stock,

temperature and moisture condition of

but like Delicious it is not hardy and

soil and atmosphere,

cannot be recommended for this pur¬

the growth

re¬

sponses of the stocks and scions to these
last

named

conditions,

the

varying

pose.
As

previously

noted,

Amelanchier

character of the cell structure of the

alnifolia ranked lowest in length growth,

cambium, phloem and xylem and the

weight and

character

of unions

and
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does not appear to be worthy of further
trial.
Pyrus baccata was also consistently
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the above-mentioned varieties as stocks
for Delicious, Grimes and Jonathan,
are

based on external growth charac¬

low in length growth and weight and

teristics and do not take into account

does

a

the possible effect of these stocks on the

trees

fruiting habits of the scion varieties.

stock

not appear
for

to

advantage

producing

as

standard

under Iowa conditions.

It is one of

Information

on

this

phase

of

the

the hardiest of the Malus species and

problem can be only obtained by a

is used to advantage as a root stock in

carefully planned and long continued

sections having very cold winters.

experiment

Northern
showing,

Spy made a

but

as

it

fairly good

is susceptible

to

under orchard

conditions

and by a close study of bearing trees in
well-cared-for orchards.

collar rot and crotch injury, and is said
to produce a dwarfing effect on some
scion

varieties

it

cannot

be

Conclusions

recom¬

mended.

1. According to the

Oldenburg and Wealthy are likewise

United States

census of 1920, there has been a great

not recommended as stocks because of

reduction

suceptibility to collar rot, sunscald and
crotch injury.

apple trees in the State of Iowa.

in

the

number

of bearing

2. This loss is due largely to winter

Okabena gave good results in growth

injury in one or more of its various

and weight, and made fair unions but
Mur-

forms and partly to lack of good cultural
practices.

neck found this variety to give good

3. Winter injury is known to affect

results in stand with Grimes and Jona¬

every part of an apple tree from the

than but not with Delicious.

roots to the buds.

was low in stand with Jonathan.

In view

Root killing, collar

of the variability of results with this

rot, sunscald, crotch injury, bark split¬

variety, it would seem to be worthy of
further trial.

ting, trunk splitting, black heart, killing

N.

W.

fairly good

killing of fruit spurs, bud killing and

results but cannot be recommended as

killing back of terminal growth, have

a

been

stock

Greening gave

of bark on trunk and main branches,

because

of

susceptibility

to

blister canker and bark splitting.
Grimes made a poor showing, is very

reported

as

occurring

in

the

orchards of Iowa.
4. Many

of

our

good

commercial

susceptible to collar rot and, therefore,

varieties of apples seem to be quite

is not recommended.

susceptible to those forms of winter

University is a large vigorous grower

injury which affect the root, trunk and

and quite hardy, but unfortunately is

crotch, and therefore cannot be grown

susceptible to collar rot and hence is

successfully on their own trunks.

not suitable as a stock tree.

5. Experience has shown that these

Titofsky is very hardy but did not

semi-hardy varieties may be success¬

give good results in growth or weight.

fully grown on the roots, trunk or main

It is inclined to be small and therefore

branches of other hardy varieties.

is not recommended.
Red Siberian does not appear to be

6. Experimental work done at the
Iowa

Experiment

Station

in

recent

a good stock because of the consistently

years and the observations and experi¬

poor rating made on all scion varieties.

ence

The observations on the suitability of

of

fruit

growers,

made

over

a

period of many years in various parts
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of North America, indicate that some
varieties are much better adapted as

well-established and properly cared-for
orchards.
9. The factors that affect the con¬

stocks than others.
7. In the desirable

class

of

stock

varieties we have Virginia Crab, Hiber¬

geniality of stock and scion are as yet
rather obscure.

Other hardy varieties

10. From a limited number of obser¬

of promise are McMahon, Shield Crab,

vations made by the writer on the cell

Patten Greening, Charlamoff, Anisim,

structure

Dudley, Silken Leaf and Dartt Crab.

varieties in Orchard 11 at this Station,

nal and Tolman.

of

a

few

stock

and

scion

the

it appears that the congeniality of stock

problem of hardy stocks and the effect

and scion is a matter of similarity of cell

of such stocks on the hardiness, yield

structure.

8. Accurate

reliable

data

on

and bearing habits of the scion varieties,
can only be obtained

by a carefully

11. A careful study of the cell struc¬
ture,

composition

and

physiological

experiment,

activities of apple trees, will shed some

conducted for many years under orchard

light on this important phase of pom¬

conditions and by a careful study of

ology.

planned,

comprehensive

Second Prize Descriptive Essay by J. A. Longman, ’24.

S

OME

one

learned

that

the

dry

helper,

legally

prairie land in the south, which

stader,

but

had for years known only rancher’s

Dutch.

known

more

as

widely

Hugo

Ein-

known

as

be

Now, in their travels it was Bill’s

Settlers swarmed in, forcing

delight to “stuff” Dutch with wondrous

the ranchers back into the hills of the

yarns of his boring experiences in South

southwest.

Dakota.

herds

and

farmed.

prairie

fires,

could

To get sufficient water for

stock was the farmers’ problem, and
when

the

Cairnevs

brought

boring outfit in from South

a

“Dutch,” he’d say, “once we struck

well-

a rock at one hundred and seventy feet

Dakota,

down in Dakota, and I took two sticks

many a neighboring farmer resolved to

of dynamite down to blast it.

have a deep well.

told me they’d pull me up if I didn’t

It was found that almost anywhere a
hole between one and two hundred feet
would bring water and in most places

They

keep shouting all the time to let them
know above that all was well.
“At one hundred and thirty feet my

an abundant supply was found at sixty

lantern went out.

or eighty feet.

not know it then and they kept lowering

So boring became chronic and big
husky Bill Cairney ran the outfit and

away.

Then

It was gas but I did

I couldn’t breathe, my

his parents, younger brother and sister

head swam, I couldn’t holler and things
turned black.
I fell over, just hanging

looked after the farm.

by my knees to the cross bar used for a

Bill had a stout
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seat.

The next thing I knew I was in
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some waste, put his oil can in his coat

a hospital, all bandaged up.”
“But vat happened?” Dutch would

pocket, and slowly descended.

ask breathlessly.

he saluted, shaking hands.

After lighting his pipe carefully, Bill
would continue:
“Why they couldn’t hear me shout,
so they pulled me up and there I hung

“Well, Dutchy, how can I do you?”
“I buy me der old boring outfit mit
you, eh?”
“Fine!” said Bill.
give me for her?”

“What won’t you

head down, unconscious, one hundred

“I gif you two hundred bucks.”

and thirty feet, and mind you I held the

“Done!” said Bill.

dynamite

in

my hand all

the

time.

Just as I came in sight my legs began
to slip off the bar but they leaned down
and grabbed me just in time.

As they

“You’re sold”;

and it is uncertain whether he meant
the machine or Dutch.
And. so Dutch and Gus began boring
wells in the rougher land to the south.

dragged me out, the dynamite fell out

Perhaps

of my hand into the well.

boulder down ninety feet in the first

“Heavens!”

some

malicious

fate

put

a

shouted my Uncle Joe, who saw it fall.

customer’s well.

‘Get back!

But it

so Dutch rode eleven miles to town for

A gush of wind, dirt and

some dynamite, but he discovered to

Pull him. away!’

was tco late.

rocks flew out high into the air.

My

It must be blasted,

his alarm that the trotting of the horse

head was just at the edge and a sharp

might set it off.

reck struck me

ried the precious stuff himself and led
his horse home.

there,

see,”

and

he

showed an old scar he got in a school

Xext came the blasting.

hockey game.
“Mine
Dutch.

Consequently he car¬

Gott!

Vot

a

luck!”

says

And so, for three years, as they

he to do it?
or fuses.

How was

He knew nothing of caps

Gus knew less, but thought

worked about the country, did Bill tell

his brother knew all about it.

Dutch, and everyone else, with a wink,

to act the part, Dutch soon hit on a
plan.

of wonderful wells in South Dakota;
wells that gushed water,

“Gus,”

gas or oil,

he

said.

“You

Wanting

stay

way

throwing the augers into the air; wells

back and I’ll do der blasting.”

into coal seams and wells that caved,

took the dynamite sticks and gingerly

burying augers in quicksand.

walked up to the well and dropped them

All of

these the innocent Dutch believed as

in.

true.

Nothing

But never, in Dutch’s experience,

So he

Then he ran back for dear life.
happened!

After

some

ten

Then came a time when Dutch went

minutes, Gus said, “They must have
struck yet, eh?”

farther back in the hills with newer

“Yaas,” said Dutch, “but not hard

did Bill have occasion to use dynamite.

settlers and took up homesteads for
himself

and

his

brother

recently landed in America.
was scarce there too.
pulled

into

the

Yatch me.”

just

He then seized a small boulder and

And water

hurled it down the well, running back

Gus,

One day Dutch

Cairneys and

hailed

Bill, who was up oiling the big windmill.
“Hoi, Bill!” he shouted.

enough.

“Come on

down.
I want to speak mit you vonce
on der level.”
Bill cleaned the oil off his hands with

as before.

No explosion.

“Himmel, how it does not go!” he
muttered, after another five minutes.
Then discretion won and he turned to
Gus and said.

“You ride down and get

Bill vile I wait here to see that nothing
happens.”
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When the case was explained to Bill

piece of dynamite and still it did not

he rolled upon the grass in an agony of

explode.
“There,” he said, “you see you can

laughter.
“Why, Dutchy, you loon,” he roared,

throw it down a well or eat it if you like

“you need a cap to set it off.”
“Veil, here iss mine.
“No, no.

You set it off.”

Let me explain what caps

and fuses are.”

but—”

He took a small piece, placed

it in a split fence post, fixed a cap and
fuse and walked calmly back while the
fuse burned.

Soon they were riding to town for
more dynamite,

burn dynamite, carry it on horseback,

fuses

and

caps

and

Dutch opened his eyes in wonder when

There was a noise like a

cannon and Dutch and Gus jumped like
frightened deer.

The post was shat¬

tered.

he saw Bill pocket the caps, tie the

“There,” said Bill, “is the difference.”

dynamite to the saddle and strike out

“But,” said Dutch,

on a gallop.
Bill
lantern

went

“how you get

that cut!” and he pointed to Bill’s old
down

below

to

the
test

well
for

with
gas,

a

and

scar on his head.
“Oh, that was done with a hockey

scraped up a couple of pails of mud and

stick when

dynamite, which Dutch carefully emp¬

laughing.

tied, putting Gus to guard chickens from

over his whole face.

it till Bill came up.
apart and picked up a small piece of
dynamite from it, saying:
match, Dutch.”

Slowly Dutch’s grin spread

“Gosh!

When Bill came up he kicked the dirt
“Give me a

He calmly burnt the

Bill!

I

I was a boy,” said Bill,

How you used to stuff me,

nefer believe you

any

more

except when you don’t speak at all.”
And to-day Dutch is the best welldigger in all his municipality.
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C. E. Freeman, ’25
i'H pJHE "Canadian-Indianapolis Spe¬
djj

were greater things yet in store for us

cial,” which pulled out of Toronto

when

on

Tabernacle.

December

board about
student

one

delegates

27th,

had

hundred
from

on

and fifty

the

various

Dr.

we

adjourned

Judd,

to

the

Cadle

Vice-Chairman

of

the

Student Volunteer Movement, formally

colleges of Eastern Canada, including

opened the Convention.

our representation of seven.

pointing to the great banner above the

After a

jolly evening spent on the train, we got

platform

our

Detroit and awoke

movement: "The Evangelization of the

find

well

World in This Generation,” and struck

within the land of corn, so it was not

the note of- hope for the convention by

long before the skyscrapers and smoke

calling upon the students of America

of Indianapolis became a part of our

to blaze new trails and endeavour to

surroundings.

help the world to see Jesus’ way out of

next

Pullmans at
morning

to

ourselves

We were registered at

the Severin Hotel

(where reservation

bearing

the

He began by

its many troubles.

motto

of

the

He pleaded for that

had been made for the entire Canadian

conviction, among students, that would

delegation), in ample time to attend

make them willing to give up their com¬

the Canadian-American banquet, which

fortable, selfish lives and be ready to

the American students had prepared for

choose obscurity and even face death,

us at the Second Presbyterian Church.

if need be, to make this old world a

Arrived at the banquet hall, we were

better place to live in, by giving others

presented with slips of paper on which
to write our names and adorned with

a chance to live.
Dr. Judd was followed by the Rev.

these, were quickly able to get acquaint¬

Studdert

Kennedy,

ed, not only with ourselves, but with

King, known to British Tommies the

the one hundred and fifty American

world over as "Woodbine Willie.”

Students, who were there to meet us.

text was, "Be still and know that I am

It was a splendid introduction to the

God.”

“get together and know each other"

lead us out of the chaos and misery

"God

Chaplain

alone,”

said

to

the
His

he,

"can

9

spirit which pervaded the entire con¬

which war has brought upon the world.

vention.

banquet

Men do not want to be saved unless

there was time for a few brief addresses

they can save the world too; and unless

from a number of both the Canadian

Jesus can do this we do not want Him.

and American Student-leaders present.

But we are glad to be able to know that

This formed our first acquaintance with

Christ holds the place he does by sheer

the personnel of our National Execu¬

naked force of character, and that if we

tives, and gave us some idea of the work

give Him the chance and take Him at

and

His word, He can save the world.”

aims

After

of

a

the

delightful

Student

Volunteer

Mr.

Paul Blanschard, a Congrega¬

Movement of America. As we looked
over that splendid gathering of three

tional Minister, who left his church to

hundred students from our two great

become Organizer and General

sister nations, we felt that it was indeed

Secretary for the League of Industrial

a great privilege to be there; but there

Democracy in the United States, follow-

Field
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for better

the power that it should prove for pro¬

living conditions for the working people

ducing a better understanding between

and the right to compel fair treatment.

these two nations.

“Modern Industrialism,” said he, “has

conditions in Japan were most realistic

made a ghastly joke of the death of the

and great credit was given to the work

men who died in the world-war because

done by Christian workers there.

it has not had use for the ideals for

task,” said he, “is not merely one of

which they laid down their lives.”

teaching men and of saving souls, it is

ed with a stirring appeal

An outstanding feature of the Con¬

His descriptions of

“The

one of saving a whole nation.”

vention was the part which speakers

The Land of the Morning Calm gave

from other nations took in the program

us

and the message that they brought to

Masih, one of the foremost Christian

us.

The cause of the Negro was cham¬

leaders in India and Professor of The¬

pioned by Dr. J. E. K. Aggrey, a native

ology in the Presbyterian College at

of the Gold Coast, West Africa, and

Indore, and the Rev. Thakai Dass, of

Dr. Willis J. King, who is a member of

Lahore.

the Field Council for Coloured Colleges

Christianity had taken a firm hold upon

and also of the General Committee of

the native tribes of his land and that

the World Student Christian Federa¬

the intellectual leaders, developed by

tion.

Both men made a powerful plea

the Christian Church there, were carry¬

for equal rights for negroes with others

ing forward the gospel message in all

and were, in themselves, strong argu¬

directions.

ments for such a move.

and especially the followers of Gandhi,

The

Middle

Kingdom

was

repre¬

its

are

message

Dr.

through

Masih

Dr.

declared

Non-Christians

studying

the

Johan

in

teachings

that

India,

of

Jesus

sented by Dr. Ching Yi Cheng, Na¬

Christ as foundation principles for every

tional Leader of the Student Christian

day life.

Movement in China, and by Dr. Y. Y.

way in which the spirit of Jesus had

Tsu, Secretary for the Chinese Christian

taken

hold

of

Federation in the LTnited States and

Singh

and

made

Professor

Rev. Thakai Dass told of the
such

men

them

as

go

Sundar
forth

to

St.

John’s

minister to the common people of India.

Dr.

Cheng

No finer argument could be made

spoke of the great “Renaissance Move¬

to justify the work of our Christian

ment” in China, of the great desire of

Churches in these lands than just these

his people to learn and of the tremend¬

men who stood before us, the actual

ous opportunity that awaits Christian

products of our Mission work.

endeavor in that great land.

if they are typical of the hundreds of

of

University

Theology

in

endeavored

in

Shanghai.

to

show

Dr. Tsu

the

fallacy

native

workers

and

Surely,

indigenous

mis¬

of race superiority and threw out the

sionaries on the frontiers of Christen¬

challenge

cannot

dom, they should be a powerful chal¬

break down race prejudice, the East

lenge to the church at home to rise to

will have to look for something else.

greater

that

if

Christians

Rev. H. Hatanaka, one of the most
influential men in the Christian Church

efforts

to

carry

the

gospel

effort,

much

message into all the world.
A

field

for

Christian

in Japan to-day, brought the greetings

nearer to our own doors, was presented

of the Land of Sunrise.

by

He spoke of

Professor Andres Osuna,

an out¬

the deep gratitude of his people for the

standing Educational leader of Mexico

help

during the

that

they

had

received

from

America after the earthquake and of

last

three decades.

Pro¬

fessor Osuna pleaded not only for his
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Can we afford to let them drop out?

telling of the real need for education

Dr. John R. Mott’s address on “The

and moral and religious guidance on the

Commitment of Life” was a real sermon

one

to take home with you and think over.

hand

and

for

organization

and

economic development on the other.

He spoke in optimistic terms of the

Dr. Paul Harrison, “The Apostle of

youth of this generation because, like

the Desert,” brought his message from

Jesus, they were ready to go to ex¬

within the gates of that great Moslem

tremes;

world of two hundred and twenty-five

to this great call of service and the

millions of people.

challenge of a world unsaved.

His graphic pictures

so he pleaded for a surrender
“It’s a

of his work in Arabia were directed to¬

hard way and a long way,” he said,

wards the end of making us realize that

“demanding

we had to get out of our shell of racial

and we may have to suffer great priva¬

prejudice and get down

tion.

to

the

real

It

courage

may even

and
be

resolution,

necessary to

business of developing the possibilities

pick up the march again and again,

of these people, who may possibly have

and to carry it forward in many direc¬

more to contribute to the world than

tions.

we ever had, and of making it possible

to go and do our part?”

for them to take their places among the

The question is, are we ready

It was a wonderful inspiration to hear

“The only

Robert P. Wilder, Robert E. Spear and

contribution that we can carry to the

John R. Mott tell of the first of these

Mahomedans,”

conventions in 1886, and of all that had

great company of nations.
he declared,

“is

that

picture of the Living Christ which will

been accomplished in

transcend the picture drawn by Ma¬

years, of the 10,000 Student Volunteers

homet, upon which Mahomedanism is
built.”

who have already sailed to foreign lands

Conditions in Central Europe were
dealt with by Dr. Adolph Keller, of

the succeeding

and of the glorious work that they have
accomplished.
Canon

Edward

Woods,

of Trinity

Switzerland, Secretary of the Central

Church, Cambridge, England, delivered

Bureau

Evangelical

four beautiful addresses on “What We

Dr. Keller point¬

Believe About God and Jesus Christ”

that economic con¬

and “The Sources of Power,” which did

ditions had an important bearing upon

much to make of Christ a living per¬

Christian ethics and the hunger, cold

sonality,

and isolation paralyze and kill ideals.

power and his life.

He then proceeded to describe the life

essence of faith as the going forth of

of students in Berlin, living in cold,

our personality, in love and trust, to

miserable barracks, crowded and with¬

the great understanding Personality of

out comforts, sleeping on straw-ticks

God.

of Relief of the

Churches of Europe.
ed

out

the fact

inviting

men

to

share

his

He summed up the

proper

One of the most rousing addresses

books or proper nourishment.

A num¬

of the Convention was that of Dr. G.

ber

adopted

Sherwood Eddy, who has just returned

and

trying to study without
of Swiss

Colleges

have

The

from a tour of the world, duiing which

note of hope is the spirit of heroic faith

he made a study of conditions in twenty-

which these students are showing and

six different lands.

a waiting for God to lead them in their

“Youth

humiliation.

world

German Colleges to help them.

In these students lies the

hope of the future of Central Europe.

His topic was the

Movement”.

he found

All

over

the

the youth of many

countries rising in revolt against sordid
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materialism.

The youth of India say

that Libert}7 is the birthright of all
people.

brought upon them.

Everywhere,

in

other lands, youth is asserting itself.

The youth of China are trying
Dr.

to throw off old corrupt and moth-

Eddy said he found no

great

eaten customs and prejudices of their

expressing of youth in America, because

ancient civilization.

They are blaming

America college life is so overcrowded

Christianity for what Western Civiliza¬

with feverish activities that these is no

tion has done to them.

The youth of

time for considering things worth while.

Japan are demanding better social con¬

Surely, if this is true, it is a serious

ditions and standards.

indictment upon our college

The youth of

Europe are revolting against war and
all

the

evils

which

the

FTrOTI

old

regime

T7 J7

E HAD been travelling through
the bush since morning.
The

and
birch,

hotter.

day
The

which

grew

tall

almost

hotter

upon us.

trees, trees, as far as we could see in
merged in th.e faint outline of a range

Every open¬

thousand

below us, stretched Trout Lake, shim"

overhead,

burned like the doorway to a furnace.
thousand

’24.

Brooke,

undulating scenery, until the panorama

ing in the foliage above glowed and
A

serious

and

failed utterly to protect us from the
burning rays of the sun.

some

mering in the sun, and beyond, trees,

spruce

met

do

Inin il

m

By R. O.

us

TUT0 ti

FTr^yi

hm ini®

W

should make
thinking!

life and

insects

fed

As the day advanced their

eternal buzz shut out all other sound,
and the pain of their stings became
almost unbearable.

of distant hills.
Just

below us

on

the

lake

shore,

almost at the foot of the precipitous
cliff on which we stood, a small air
compressor worked smoothly, the beat
of its exhaust rising faintly through a
cloud of steam.
big huts.

To one side stood two

Smoke arose from one, pro¬

claiming it to be the cookhouse.

Red deer darted panic-stricken from
a blue hawk, an enormous

Presently, two minute figures came

bird from four to five feet in expanse,

hurriedly from a yawning hole in the

sailed

side of the hill.

our path;

threateningly

over

our

heads,

A few moments later

uttering harsh cries; a huge bull moose

a fearful detonation shook the earth,

barely moved out of our way—but we

soaring and echoing along the horizon

took little notice.

like a clap of thunder.

plunge into,

a

Oh!

few

for a lake to

moments

respite

another

followed, the

Another and

first,

until

the

from our hordes of tormenters, a few

earth seemed to be falling to pieces

moment’s relief from that blazing heat.

about us.

Towards three o’clock we neared our
destination.

A long climb brought us

to the top of a towering bluff, and there,

This was my first view of the C. C.
Silver Alines.

My memory of them is

not the most pleasurable, but the ex-
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perience

I

gained will

never be for¬

gotten.
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leap to the roar and. crash of the drill
biting and tearing into the rock.

Seeing and handling, as we do every
day, metallic objects of all descriptions
for ornament and

utility, how

rarely

do we stop to think of the miner who

Then

think

of

those

cold

stormy

nights when luckier people are in bed.
Rain,

rain,

rain

and

nothing

to

risks his life down in the earth working

alleviate the oppressive darkness but

for a pittance, that his wife and children

the occasional flicker of lightning behind

may eat, until slowly but surely his

the clouds.

health is undermined by the conditions

rumble of thunder is rather felt than

under which he toils.

heard.

The air is tense.

A faint

Imagine that cold and pitiless tunnel

A dull boom comes from the hole in

in the rock, moisture dripping from its

the hill, the sound of wheels on a metal

jagged walls.

track growing louder and louder, until

We stumble

through

the

pools

water which lie along the track.

of

Our

acetylene flares fail to penetrate the
mist

which

closes

us

in

and

reeks

nauseatingly of burnt powder.

Over

our heads are two pipe lines, one for

a truck loaded with crushed rock roars
out into the open.

Two sweating men,

panting for dear life, urge the car to
the end of the track, the door slips o’pen
and a ton or so of rock is deposited down
the shoot.

Shutting the door as they

move, the two men put their shoulders

water and one for air.
Somewhere ahead we hear a grinding
roar, which rapidly becomes deafening
as we approach until the whole tunnel
vibrates and the track shakes beneath
our feet.

to the car and literally heave ft back
up the slope to the tunnel.

With a

rush they disappear into the cavernous
darkness and the rumble of the wheels
fades away.

Time is money to these

men.

A glow shows through the mist and
soon we find ourselves at the face.

shows

Cold air strikes us—the exhaust from,
the drilling machine.

Up near the face a pile of broken rock

It is so cold, that

the iron parts are white with frost.

uncertainly

acetylene flares.

in

the

flicker

of

Between twenty and

thirty tons of granite fill the tunnel
from floor to roof.

The machine is supported by a steel

Two men can be distinguished in the

post wedged top and bottom to the

gloom, shovelling as though their lives

rock.

depended on it.

Behind it stands the machine

man with his hand on the crank.

His

Above the rattle and bang of shovels

helper stands at one side, ready to give

an occasional

assistance.

vibrant through the rocky walls like the

Suddenly the machine stops and the
silence is so great that one waits for the
roof to fall.

roll of thunder echoes

footfalls of a mighty giant stamping
on the mountain above.
These shovels are by no means the

The crank is reversed and the ma¬

ordinary spade we know so well, but at

chine backs up, leaving the steel drill

least three times that size.

The loads

in the hole.

of stone

the

Without losing a moment

are

heaved

into

truck

the helper rips it out and puts in a

without cessation, and in five minutes

longer one.

the car is full.

The machine comes down

on it almost before the man takes his
hand away, and once again the echoes

Another ton is hurried

into the open.
That pile has to be moved before
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morning to enable the day shift to go

show the filthy pole roof, but a camp

ahead with the drilling.

stove loaded with logs casts the cloak

The tunnel resounds to the crash of
the thunder storm.
antly

flashes

in

of comfort over its sordid surroundings.

Lightning incess¬
the

entrance

and

That long man sprawled in a corner
bunk has spent his life in the bush.

momentarily savage buttresses of rock
stand outlined on either hand.

on end.

All night long the truck is filled and
emptied.

Out

into

He can sing shanty songs for hours

the' pouring wet

In the bunk above him sleeps

a man who has just sold silver claims
for 850,000.00.

His dreams are dreams

rattles the car, swaying heavily on the

of riches.

track, while heaven and earth shake

in

beneath the storm, spending its fury

ideas are redder than the ace of dia¬

against the hillside, and then back into

monds.

the

dungeon-like

discomfort

of

the

the

Opposite a Bolshevik writhes
torment

of

nightmare.

His

There, by his side, rests a Pole.

A

tunnel until the first grey light of dawn

quiet inoffensive man, who works his

finds their task completed.

fingers to the bone to support a family
in

Dirty blankets and a wooden bunk

the

far-off

home

lands.

Mining

camps hold strange mixtures of heroes

the

and villains, members of that mighty

finest of white sheets and a feather bed

class which supports our social system.

after such a night.

The class of the working man.

are

transformed

magically

into

The light grows dim, shadows spread

The rough log shack is lit by a smoky
kerosene lamp, hardly bright enough to

and slumber claims its own.

By M of ley A. Jull

Reprinted From The Macdonald
plHE abiding faith of people every¬

which reflects the dominant tendencies
of

through education.

agricultural education is liable to be¬

seems

telligence

a

functioning
be

cultural
the

Magazine.

where is to better their condition
education

to

College

to be to make

dependable
activity.

achieved

in

education,

utmost

agricultural
fundamental

The goal of
and

If

respect
then

importance
colleges

this

educational

steadily
goal, is
to

agri¬

agricultural

conditions,

come artificial and ineffective.

It is

true

have

that

agricultural

colleges

accumulated a fund of knowledge con¬
cerning sound practices and principles

of

of farming far richer in quantity and

the

quality than that to which any previous

certain

generation of agricultural students has

it

is

that

declare

in¬

changing

ideals

and

had

access.

On

the

other

hand,

it

direct their energies to a realization of

would be idle to ignore the fact that

these ends.

there is considerable dissatisfaction with

Without a definite purpose
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the results of present-day systems of

years.

instruction.

impressed

cultural

Is it probable that agri¬

More and more I have been
with

the

idea

that

most

satisfac¬

students fail to get a proper initial per¬

There are difficulties

spective of the course which they are

education

torily educate?
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does

not

indeed, and it is one thing to devise a

beginning.

solution for these difficulties but quite

must be seen in their entirety in their

another thing to discover means where¬

relation to the industry of agriculture

by the solution may be carried into

as a whole and all their ramifications

effect.

and interrelations with each other, if

Just what the editor of this magazine

The subjects to be studied

the student is to succeed in getting the

may have had in mind in requesting an

most out of his training.

article

The

broad outlook of the whole subject of

request may have been as a mark of

agricultural education that all students,

esteem to one about to take leave, or it

and especially freshmen, need most.

may have been made with the intent of

can be given only by one who is well

enabling me to pay a farewell tribute

versed in agricultural literature, who is

to Macdonald College.

At any rate,

able to grasp the fundamentals of the

my statement is going to take the form

leading agricultural problems, who has

of a sort of farewell appraisal of the

matured judgment, and who has had

students’ world, a world fashioned by

sufficient experience entitling him to

the faculty, of which I have been a

speak with authority.

member

know whither they are bound but most

from

me

and

I

know

therefore

not.

must

share

responsibility in common with others.

of them do not.

It is just this

It

Some students

If the college concep¬

From the standpoint of the student,

tion of qualifying men for jobs could be

college life is pretty much the same the

converted into a conception of training

world over.

Youth is really at its best,

men for the business of farming or for

awake to the keenest impressions and

a professional career, the need for giving

imbued with vivid imagination.

the students a proper perspective would

The

years at college are filled with com¬

be appreciated in its true light.

panionship, a little work, a great deal
of

hope,

and

the

certainty

realities just beyond.

of life’s

In respect to the method of teaching,
but

little

need

be said.

Much,

too

The extent to

much, of our college teaching is of the

which a student after leaving college

lecture type, in which the participation

may contribute definitely toward

of

solution

of

most

pressing

the

problems

the

student

is

relatively

passive.

Too many lecturers do all of the think¬

depends upon the kind of student at

ing as well as all of the talking.

the time of entry into the institution

cannot be denied that there is much in

and the environmental influences and

our college work which seems designed

his reactions to them while there.

to stifle initiative.

In a

It

If the student is

general sense at least, youth possesses

ever going to learn to think himself, the

all the possibilities; college life moulds

lecture

his development.

should serve as a guide only.

“notes”

and

the

text

book

A text¬

book is excellent in serving as an outline
but students should never be expected

The Kind of Training

The capacity of future development

nor encouraged to follow it blindly. The

depends, in a very large measure, upon

proportionate

the

thinking

kind

of

training

to

which

the

student is subjected during his college

is

demand
probably

for

reflective

higher

among

college students than any other group
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It follows, therefore, that if

it seems quite possible that the four-

teaching is to approximate life situations

year course as at present constituted

for which students are ostensibly pre¬

does not meet the needs of such stud¬

pared, the problem method of teaching

ents.

is of more importance than any other.

nearly meets the requirements of t' e

One of the outstanding tragedies of

case will be mentioned presently-

agricultural education is the attempt

two-year course seems best adapted to

to teach principals abstractly and apart

meet the needs of prospective farmers.

from the kinds of situations in which

And because of the character of the

they

instruction

of men.

are

found

in

life.

Many

staff

Something

that

required

A

instructors

should

appreciate what in all too many cases

and

are highly artificial standards of teach¬

teachers, Wheeler (1923, p. 147) says

ing.

that

course,

under

college

conditions

to

been

the

the

more

members of agricultural colleges fail to

It is quite often impossible, of

have

perhaps

broadest

experience.
they

Concerning

should

continuous

“have

not

students

of

only
books

and

possible on many occasions to come

keep

much closer than is customary.

touch with practical agricultural mat¬

possible

that

this

situation

has

de¬

ters.

literature,

these

duplicate the life situation, but it is
It is

agricultural

training

constantly

in

but

the

who

closest

It also means that the teachers

veloped from the fact that far too many

responsible for certain of these courses

staff members rarely if ever come in

should of necessity spend a part of each

direct contact with specific agricultural

summer

problems. The proportion of staff mem¬

other visits among the best practical

bers who rarely visit a farm from one

farmers in their own and other states,

academic year to another is altogether

since provincialism has no place to-day

too great for the best interests of agri¬

in a practical course of agricultural in¬

cultural instruction.

struction.”

The lack of con¬

vacation

and

indeed

make

Avowedly, there is much

tact on the part of the staff with prac¬

room, for improvement in giving the

tical farm problems is appalling, when

required training in a practical sense.

one considers the thorough training an
agriculture graduate should have been
given.

Unless the theories and prin¬

Aspects of Specialization

In a large measure life is a matter of

ciples enunciated in the class-room can

choice.

be made to work in a real world, they

develop courses of general instruction

become atrophied and die.

into specialized courses, in regard to

A matter of great practical import¬

The

tendency

has

been

to

which the student is expected to make

ance is the most suitable length of time

a choice.

for training to be continued.

This is

therefore, one of the major purposes of

naturally determined by the ultimate

education should be to enable students

object of the training and upon the

to choose aright.

individual

cialization

student

involved.

Of

all

is

Some degree of spe¬

imperative,

pointed

out

is

the proportion desirous of being trained

Wheeler (1, c., p. 145) that “the duty

for professional careers should be small.

of the agricultural college is to give

Of those who intend to engage in prac¬

sound fundamental training upon which

tical

majority

any line of special study directly or in¬

cannot afford the time or money requir¬

directly related to agriculture, can be

ed to complete a four-year course. Also

safely and effectively superimposed.”

great

as

it

equally

the

true,

but

the m.en entering an agricultural college

agriculture

as

From, the very beginning,

by
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The most intelligent service would seem

art interpenetrate and unify the experi¬

to

ence of the student.”

be

to

make

the student soundly

acquainted with those varied aspects of

Wheeler

(1,

c., p.

145)

says that:

agricultural life and thought which seem

“The attempt to specialize too inten¬

to be most genuinely worth while. This

sively or at too early a stage is just as

leads to the conception that one of the

unfortunate in an agricultural college as

great needs is the organization of agri¬

elsewhere, for in

agriculture and the

cultural

applied

close

knowledge.

Hoffman

(1922,

sciences

specialization,

p. 249) has said: “The principle is laid

which interferes with fundamental thor¬

down as incontrovertible that most of

oughness and proper perspective, as has

the ills from which mankind suffers are

been

the result of chaos and confusion in the

scientific mind as much to be guarded

boundless domain of knowledge and the

against as the credulous and ignorant.’

misunderstanding of why and wherefore

If it were not for reasons of personal

of life in the higher and larger sense.”

consideration, instances might be cited

And so in respect to agriculture knowl¬

of men of considerable prominence who

edge, it would seem that frequently con¬

because of narrow specialization have

fusion prevails in respect to courses of

been known to arrive at faulty con¬

fundamental importance. Quoting Hoff¬

clusions, or even to have reached con¬

man further (p. 249): “Completely uni¬
fied knowledge, from the viewpoint of

clusions contrary to the facts. Too
highly specialized knowledge like a

Spencer, is unattainable in any field of

little knowledge is a dangerous thing.”

said,

is

‘developing

a

type

of

approxi¬

From this it follows that all students,

of the

regardless of the kind of specialization

particular

or the extent to which one may special¬

subject at the present time is not only

ize, should receive a thorough under¬

feasible but an imperative duty.”

ground training.

human

endeavor,

mately complete
knowledge

but

the

organization

extant

on

any

The

Without previous ex¬

agricultural

perience of practical agricultural con¬

knowledge is the accessibility of facts

ditions the student would be ill-pre¬

useful for the purpose of selection for

pared to grasp the significance of the

particular and practical purposes.

training he desires to take.

objective

of

organizing

The

Further¬

unification of knowledge of any particu¬

more, it is obvious that not all boys,

lar subject or group of subjects is in the

especially those from the city, who may

highest interests of those students who

express a desire to take a course in agri¬

desire to specialize.

culture should be encouraged or accept¬

In discussing the

need for correlation and unification of

ed.

agricultural subjects, Eaton (1922, p.

not by the number of men it turns out

35) says:

but by the qualifications of students

“The fences that bound the

A college establishes a reputation

domains of the various college subjects

to be admitted.

remain, for the most part, too high and

interests of the students themselves,

too well barbed.

of the institution and of the agricultural

Life is not fenced off

in any such independent fashion.

Pure

This is in the highest

industry.

science courses should be brought down
to actual life cases with sufficient fre¬

Fundamentals in Agricultural

quency, and the scientific implications

Education

de¬

The conviction has grown within me

veloped sufficiently, so that science and

more and more that one of the out-

of so-called

practical

problems
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But how is this to be done?

standing features of agricultural educa¬
tion is the lack of a central aim.

We

respect

to

agriculture

and

With

the

rural

know only to a partial extent what we

interests, the Province is the class-room.

should teach our students, and we know

The ultimate purpose of the agricultural

within rather narrow limits what may

college is for the benefit of the agricul¬

reasonably be expected of them after

tural

they have been taught.

country as a whole.

profound

conviction

And it is my

that extra-curri¬

industry

Jackman says:

of

the

province

and

In a recent article

“The agricultural col¬

culum rating will serve but little pur¬

leges have been so engrossed with the

pose in aniving at the true worth of

other aspect of the farmer’s life, namely,

training or the true worth of a student.

production, that they have paid little or

Such a scheme, at best, will probably

no attention to the problems of distribu¬

have but little influence on the life of a

tion; and, even if they were anxious to

student, which, as someone has well

take up this broader study, they have

remarked, may be a thing quite apart

not the men of thorough and broad

from, student life.

knowledge

What is m.ore funda¬

tion of agricultural education as a whole

economist is fundamental to the pros¬

and the practical implications involved.

perous pursuit of industry and trade, as

Swanson (1918) has said that “It is

well as to the proper direction of govern¬

the

If

the

work

of

to

enter

to

it.

principles

mentally important, is a proper orienta¬

obvious when Gne penetrates

upon

of economic

the

mental agencies, is it not equally valu¬

heart of life in its social and politic

able to the agricultural interests?

aspects, that it is controlled by economic

affirmative answer is given by the facts.

considerations.

In particular, there should be abundant

Education, social pro¬

gress, political advancement- one and all
depend upon the economic environment

opportunity for
tion.”

and the degree to which it has been
mastered.”
has said:

And Wheeler (lc. p. 143)

“So in agriculture for a long

competent

The

investiga¬

In respect to this particular aspect
of the paper, the conclusion would seem
justified that strong courses in

agri¬

time the colleges devoted their attention

cultural economics should be organized

to laying a scientific foundation and to

in order that the agricultural college

teaching production, but neglected that

might be of the greatest possible service

most important of all procedures from

to

a practical standpoint;

community.

management

and

namely, farm

farm

business

its

students

and

to

the

farming

Such I regard as one of

ad¬

the fundamental necessities, the realiza¬

ministration and the general subject of

tion of which would greatly enrich the

economics.”

students’ world.

Surely the statement will

not be questioned that too much tim.e

There is another fundamental which

is spent on minor inconsequential mat¬

it seems to me should receive the careful

ters and

too

the study of

consideration of all educational authori¬

scientific

fundamentals

which

ties.

little on

enable

What

I have in mind

can

be

men to meet and master later difficul¬

interpreted as a summation of all that

ties.

has gone before;

The agricultural

endeavor

to

make

college should

sure

that

every

making agricultural

education better adapted to the actual

graduate has secured some grip both

needs of the student,

upon the problems of the rural com¬

with a much more efficient standard of

munity and upon the general problems
of the day.

appreciation of agricultural education

providing him

as a whole and of what his own oar i-
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for all Freshmen is to make sure
cular training should signify. Waters
that
every
student in
Columbia
(1909) has given us a good outline of
College has a common starting point
the services rendered by an agricultural
and a single point of vantage from
college and has illustrated some of the
which to study, to understand and to
ways in which colleges provide the
appreciate the world of nature and of
leaders in agricultural effort and im¬
man.. It is significant, too, that in this
provement. While this is true to a
course the student is brought at once
certain extent, it is also true that agri¬
face to face with real interests and with
cultural colleges frequently do not take
genuine problem.s as they exist to-day.
the lead where vital agricultural prob¬
These interests and these problems are
lems are concerned. Good as has been
then placed in their historic setting,
the service rendered by the college, the
the story of their developement is
important problem, after all, is what
traced, and they are analyzed into their
are the colleges not doing that might
simplest parts. The large measure of
well be done. One outstanding weak¬
success that has attended the intro¬
ness of agricultural education consists,
as I have argued, in the fact that duction of this course, and the great
interest taken in it by the under¬
students never acquire the proper per¬
spective of the courses of training.
graduates themselves, indicate that the
Another outstanding weakness is that
Faculty of Columbia College is on the
right track, and that it seems likely to
there is little or no orientation of the
subject of education as a whole. What do its full part in rescuing American
college education from the reproach
I have in mind can be explained best
that is so often heaped upon it, some¬
by referring to a new development in
Columbia University. Butler (1921)
times perhaps unjustly, but too fre¬
quently with a measure of justice that
criticizes at considerable length modern
educational tendencies and then refers we cannot refuse to recognize.” It
to the inauguration of a new plan to
would seem that a course entitled “In¬
troduction to Contemporary Agricul¬
overcome existing undesirable features.
ture” is precisely what is needed in the
“In Columbia College a definite and
well-considered attempt is making to
system of agricultural education. Such
overcome these unfortunate conditions
a course would surely provide the stud¬
ent with “a body of objective material
of modern education, and to build a
upon which to base his own later and
wise, judicious and truly educational
program of study upon a sound founda¬
more advanced studies and his own
tion. This foundation is provided by judgments concerning the world in
the course entitled ‘Introduction of which he lives,” and would bring the
Contemporary Civilization,’ prescribed
student “face to face with real interests
for all members of the Freshmen Class,
and with genuine problems as they
and given five times weekly throughout exist to-day.”
the Freshman Year. The purpose of
Finally, in this appraisal of the stud¬
this course is to give the student early
ents’ world, I have mentioned some of
the weaknesses of the present-day
in his college residence a body of
system of agricultural education and
objective material upon which to base
have endeavored to stress some of the
his own later and more advanced
major fundamentals requiring adjust¬
studies and his own judgments con¬
ment. I have tried to suggest a con¬
cerning the world in which he lives.
A result of prescribing this course structive ideal in orientation and its
m
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practical implications.

An enlightened

perspective on the part of the student
through

an

adequate

fundamental
wonderful

courses

orientation
would

possibilities

for

student

achievement

in

contributing

definitely toward the solution of the

of

provide
increased

most pressing problems of a sorely tried
agriculture.

By E. W. Kendall, Mechanics’ Department.
CnplHE present age has been often

iron in America.

It is converted to the

referred to as the Iron Age, and

form known as pig iron in large blast

rightly so, for the years that have

furnaces that reduce it and take from it

passed,

but

for

to-day

it

would

most of its imourities.

The resulting

be more in keeping to use the word

pig iron,

Steel, since it is to steel that we owe so

melted may be cast in sand molds and

much that is vital to our modern civi¬

we have our ordinary grey iron castings.

lization.

One of the characteristics of these cast¬

Many wonderful changes in

mixed with scrap iron and

the working of iron have taken place

ings

since the days when the skill of the

sudden blows or bending stresses, especi¬

Hittite smith made their iron weapons

ally if their sections are at all thin.

the envy of ancient Egypt.

Long as

However, it was discovered that these

has been the time since those almost

very castings could be made malleable

forgotten days, it has been only in very

by extracting carbon from the outer

modern time that the most remarkable

portions.

advances in the Steel

roughly, about two and a half per cent,

been

made.

The

Industry have

most

outstanding

is

their

carbon.

inability

to

withstand

Ordinary cast iron contains,
If, then, an ordinary casting

advances are two in number and due

is buried in Hematite and subjected to

to the attempts to perfect armour plate

prolonged heat, the carbon in the iron

for battle ships on one hand and the

will unite with the oxygen of the ore

absolute necessity of reliable steels for

and pass out of the casting.

automobiles on the other.

In place,

cess results in a casting, the centre of

therefore, of the simple metal of the

which is ordinary grey cast iron but

Hittite craftsman we have a material

the outside is quite steel-like in char¬

that may conform to any one of at least

acter.

forty specifications and yet be called

be hammered and straightened if bent

steel.

Bearing this last fact in mind

so long as one does not break through

one can easily see the value to every

the skin, when of course they are liable

repair man, be he the amateur on his

to crack like an ordinary casting.

own farm or the specialist in the shop,

of the best examples of a malleable

of some knowledge of the more common

casting

foims in which iron appears.

mowing machine cutter bar.

The

iron

ore

known

as

Hematite

Fe2 03 is the source of 80 per cent, of

form

This pro¬

Malleable casting can therefore

in

would
which

be

the

guards

castiron

known as chilled castings.

One
on

a

Another

appears

is

Ordinarily
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part
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such as Phosphorous and Sulphur, are
also burned out.

When the color of

metal, the molten iron will be chilled

the flame issuing from the mouth of

when

it

mold

and

strikes

that

of

the

the converter indicates that the carbon

hard

and

is gone, the converter is tipped and the

A good example of

molten mass poured into a huge ladle.

this type is the chilled plow point. This

It is generally desirable to have some

casting is of course very hard but it is

carbon

not tough.

amounts are added in the form, known

becomes

resistant to wear.

part

very

The above three, namely, ordinary

present

and

as Spiegelcisen.

certain

definite

This is an alloy con¬

grey iron castings, malleable castings

taining carbon and manganese dissolved

and chilled castings are the common

in molten iron.

forms in which cast iron appears in our

gives the steel strength and certain mild

modern implements.

hardening properties, while the man¬

From cast iron we may derive either
wrought iron or steel.

For many years

wrought iron was a very common com¬
mercial

product

but

at

the

The addition of carbon

ganese enables it to pass throughthe
rolls in
cracking.

the

rolling

mills

without

present

The molten steel is poured from the

time, when it takes a ton of fuel to

ladle into ingot molds and these ingots

produce a ton of wrought iron, there

are subsequently rolled

are very few companies manufacturing

sheets.

it in America and the low carbon steels

steel produced in America is used in

are taking its place.

the making of railroad rails.

When wrought

iron is required, however, Swedish iron

The

The

bulk

open

of

hearth

into
the

bars or
Bessemer

process

of

steel

can be obtained and is used in consider¬

making is of interest to the agricultural

able quantities in the manufacture of

student on account of the fact that the

tool steel.

by-product is Basic Slag.

In

the

process

of

In the open

manufacturing

hearth furnace, strong flames play upon

wrought iron, slag becomes incorporated

the metal in the hearth and burn out

in the iron and when we break off a

the carbon until point is reached where

piece of this iron from the bar, it breaks

the amount of carbon left behind has

with a stringy or fibrous break and the

reached

seams of slag are easily seen.

pour is then made and the ingots are

Filing a

a

definite

percentage.

The

piece of the metal will also expose these

again formed.

seams.

The carbon content is quite

have a furnace lining of limestone and

One important characteristic is

this limestone acts as a flux and gives

low.

the ease with which it can be welded.

This time, however, we

a slag which floats on top of the metal.

The iron as it comes from the blast

The slag is rich in phosphorous and is

fu rnace is not always converted into

very valuable as a source of that import¬

pig iron but may, while still in the

ant plant food.

molten state, be taken to a Bessemer

structural steel is produced the Open

Converter and changed or converted

Hearth

into a low carbon steel.

steels break with a crystalline fracture

In the con¬

process.

that may be increased or decreased by

and the carbon, of which there was
about two and one-half per cent., is
burned out.

Certain other impurities,

strong,

carbon

blown up through

mass

and

low

and

molten

tough

These

verter, a blast of highly heated air is
the

are

Practically all of our

qualities

using suitable heat treatments.
The crucible or high carbon steels are
made

from

wrought

iron,

(Continued on page xii)

and

steel
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EDITORIAL
7JI

ini®©
AST fall our rugby team made a

IT

hockey the sam.e happy circumstances

great record and enthusiasm rose

have not attended.

to

up its winning pace there is little doubt

a

high

pitch.

our senior hockey team.,

This
after

winter
a

re¬

As the team keeps

but that support from the student body

verse in the first game, has made a

will be more general.

strong

game,

sidered a sad state of affairs when a

before our going to press, was as good

College will not show enough of sporting

a game as has ever taken place at the

instinct to support a team that is not

rink, and yet there were relatively few

winning, but when the team is entered

out to witness the victory, even the

in a group in which it is so outclassed

prospect of a moccassin dance after the

as to lose every game in a series as hap¬

game

pened last year, it is not surprising that

crowd.

come-back.

failing

to

The

attract

last

the

desired

Last year there was never the

same support given hockey as accorded’
to rugby.

It may be con¬

interest is lacking.
However, this year it is very gratify¬

This difference between the

ing to find that the College has put

popularity of hockey and of football is
only explicable by the fact that previ-

out a team able to show the best of its

ouslv we have had a good proportion

collegiate League real opposition and

of winning games in rugby, while in

even superiority.

competitors in the Intermediate Inter¬
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may judge if he looks up the report of

in our midst and the other day, there

the

was some work left in the office without

Editor

any name or signature attached.

artist and also extends the invitation

This

work was of a high order as the reader

I.

O.

D.

E.

wishes

to

Masquerade.
thank

the

The

m.odest

to him to keep up the good work.

A Graduate’s Opinion
and. that this well-worn question is not

Editor, O. A. C. Review:
Since leaving College, I have changed
my ideas on many things.

Included

altogether an economic one.
True, the beauties of Nature won’t

among these is Dr. O. J. Stevenson’s

buy

course

I

because of the lack of a real appreciation

thought that phonographs and repro¬

of the honest-to-goodness things of life

ductions of famous pictures had no place

that causes many farm boys to seek out

in English lectures.

the much over-rated pleasures of the

in

English.

As

a

student

I believed all the

gasoline.

Just

the

same

it

is

time was required to dissect poetry and

city.

(I myself have found a white-

explore chapters of classic prose.

collared. job and town life attractive in

Shortly after going out into the big

many respects but not nearly so desir¬

world., I began to see that there were

able as I regarded them a few years

other concerns in life besides metre and

ago.)

metaphors.

appreciation may be seen in the keeping

I realized that not only

must one earn a living but live.

In

Another illustration of lack of

of scrub sires; their owners have never

order to really live one must appreciate

learned

the various things that enter into his

animal.

daily life.

I found that certain phono¬

to

Perhaps

appreciate
some

who

a
read

real

good

this

will

graph records gave me more pleasure

consider it a lot of sentimental guff, the

because of the little time Dr. Stevenson

ravings of a musing Daffy-down-dilly.

had taken to introduce me to them.

Still, I think many will agree that most

The same with certain works of art and

of us are too prone to measure life in

literature.

terms of dollars, gas, jazz and sensa¬

While attending College I was troub¬

tional head-lines.

It is a fine thing,

I was

therefore, that there are such men as

always analyzing lectures to see what

Dr. Stevenson attempting to instil in

they contained of practical application.

us an appreciation of the finer things

If they did not seem to fit into my

in life.

prospective vocation, I considered them

cause, as I said, I used to think some

superfluous;

of his ideas came in the class commonly

led with the “practical bug”.

so I skipped as many of

I single out Dr. Stevenson be¬

those lectures as I dared and missed

known as frills.

much that would have proved useful

also applies to members of the faculty

later on.

in general; they teach us to appreciate

This “practical bug” bothers

many of us.

In fact, I believe that the

“rural problem” is linked up with it,

What is true of him

and comprehend what we see, yet see
not.

—Cynic.
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team practices at least two hours per

To The Editor:
Glancing over promises recently held

day or ten hours a week.

As the rugby

up to members of the C. O. T. C., one

season lasts for two months, he spends

reads the following:

“College authori¬

a total of over eighty hours in practice,

ties

disposed

not to mention the fact that he misses

are

favorably

toward

granting a bonus of marks to all mem¬

about four afternoon labs.

bers of the Corps”; also, “Members are

C. O. T. C. is required to drill: three

excused from laboratory and lectures

hours per week or a total of seventy-

in order to attend drill.”

two hours per college year.

Does one

He of the

The aver¬

need to be coaxed by a bonus of marks

age man can without difficulty secure a

and excused from lectures in order to

commission

join the C. O. T. C.?

and if he decides to teach has a bonus

Better not join

than with that idea.

during his college

career

of $300.00 per year added to his salary

In the recent Christmas examinations

as a result of his military training at the

six men in one class failed because they

Ontario

had two marks less than the required

athlete has nothing to show for a much

40 per cent.

Had they been members

greater loss of time unless perhaps a

of the C. O. T. C., they would have

bad ankle, a broken nose, some false

passed,

teeth or a few supplemental examina¬

the faculty being

disposed.”

An

“favorably

examination

is

sup¬

College.

The

tions.

posedly held to test the knowledge of a
student in a particular subject.

Agricultural

“Be Prepared” is a wonderful motto

It is

—so let’s all join the C. O. T. C., rake

hard to believe that by becoming a

in a goodly harvest of marks for our

member

examinations and incidentally be well

of

the

College

Corps

one’s

knowledge of botany is increased

in

any way.

on

the

way

towards

scooping

up

barrel of doubloons in the future.

A man playing on the College rugby

—Captain

A modern improvement in this coun
try is the laying their lands down with
clover and trefoile for two years and
keeping it fed well down with sheep, by
which means many pernicious weeds
which used to trouble them are got
under
and their lands kept clean
and

in

good order.—Arthur

1769. A Six Month's
the North of England.

Tour

Young,
Through

Kettle.

a
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OW, in private life the Skeleton
was a thinker—that is to say he
spent

more

time

in

reading

than does the average student.
friend the

Devil

knew this,

when

Devil

heard

the

His

and so,

did. he step that one could never believe
him. to be a “dead un“!
The Bystander had heard the Skele¬
ton, and it aroused a latent spirit of
philosophy in his breast.

So he betook

Skeleton

himself to an alcove from which vantage

chuckle behind him., he turned around,

point he hoped to see and not be seen.

the

The

better

to

hear

the
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what

followed.

living

kaleidoscope

There he saw the Skeleton turning a

here a flaming red,

cadaverous

countenance

green;

fairy, and
an encore.

applauding vigorously

“You

to

a

dainty
for

moved

on;

there a brilliant

now a splash of royal purple,

and. now a dash of sunset yellow.

All

the colors of the spectrum were, primary

know,”

said

the

Skeleton,

and

secondary,

in

every

conceivable

gazing about him, “this would seem, to

combination.

disprove Kipling’s statement.”

all his glory was not arrayed like one of

This

sounded

interesting,

and

the

“And even Solomon in

these!” thought the Bystander.
At this moment a Cave Man fox¬

Fairy asked for an explanation.
‘East is East, and West is West!

trotted across the Bystander’s vision.

And never the twain shall meet,’

With the wolf’s skin and stone age club,

Then he con¬

he looked quite formidable, and yet the

“Look, in that corner is the

Butterfly, who was dancing with him,

murmured the Skeleton.
tinued:

Queen of Sheba conversing very ami¬

showed no signs of fear.

ably with a Western Cowboy.

Saracen, who seemed to experience no

Beside

Next came a

is

difficulty in making himself intelligible

hoping that she may have an encore

to a Pierette.
A Sailor, a Polish Girl, an Indian

her

stands

an

Irish

Colleen

with the Sheik of Araby.

who

And I do
another

Maid and a Pirate next passed in rapid

chuckle, “I see a Parson making himself

succession, and the Bystander was be¬

very agreeable to a Harem Girl!”

coming extremely confused when the

believe,”

Just

he

then

concluded

with

the orchestra

to an insistent rattle of applause;

the

music stopped.
“Refreshments

Skeleton

the

words seemed to have the same import

intricacies of a fox-trot, and so lively

in every tongue and the Democracy of

swung

the

Fairy

responded
into

next!”

the

magical

Clothes gave way to the World Federa¬

was one he will never forget.

tion of the Bread Line.

corner stood

A Bohemian

a

Ku

Klux

In one

Klansman,

from the artist’s quarter gazed longingly

discussing the orchestra with a Ghost,

at a tall Sikh who had just stalked past

while between the two, his plug hat far

with a plate of cake; and a gentleman

back

whose

Preacher.

nasal

tokened
“Hey,

a

appendage
Semitic

quit

shovin’,

plainly

origin,
you’ll

be¬

on

his

head,

stood

a

Darkey

Forgotten was racial hatred,

hollered,

gone was the

spill

fear of spooks, and, under the influence

my

coffee!”

Ethiopian’s traditional

of music, all three were brothers under

The Bystander’s last vision of the

the skin.
—O. E. C, ’24.

dance, as he left to work on his thesis.

tion, criss-crossing, rouging, scrimmag¬
ing.
For fun and frolic the Rugby Benefit
Dance of Friday evening. January 18th,

Team work was quite evident and

the combination plays were perfect.
The

seven-piece

orchestia

at Macdonald Hall, was second only to

with Mr. Kaiser at the piano.

the I.

college

O.

D.

previous week.

E.

Masquerade of the

With few exceptions,

men,

especially

Mr.

excelled
Three
Braund,

successfully contributed to the strains

no social event around the College has

of syncopation.

surpassed what might have been called

its best and the rhythm was hard to beat.

the

The

“Athletic

Benefit

Dance”.

Its

primary object was to raise funds in
aid of the injured rugby players and

The orchestra was at

refreshments

were

exceptionally

due

to Purdy and

good.
Much

credit

is

Scotty McMillan, and appreciation is

athletes.
Mrs. Fuller was in attendance.

A

extended to those who attended, the

few of the battle-scathed heroes were

various

there in all their glory.

choral society members, who dropped

In all, some

forty odd couples enjoyed the jollifica¬

athletic officials,

in after their practice.

and

to

the
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(Not

an

Extract

from

5.30 a m.—Conscientious students in
room,

above

arouse

themselves

and

participate in enthusiastic clog dance.
6.00 a.m.—Same students have con¬
cluded clog dance and are now tapping
their toes systematically (one beat per

College Calendar.)

12.20 p.m.—First man leaves hall.
12.25 p.m.—Everybody out.
12.26 p.m.—General feeling of leth¬
argy prevails.
1.30 p.m.—694 feet pointed in direc¬
tion of various labs.
1.32 p.m.—Laggard, hurrying to En¬

second) on the floor boards.
6.30 a.m.—Noise becomes irregular;
students evidently playing chess with
dressers, beds, tables, chairs, dust pans,

tomology, slips on ice and deposits 150
trained insects on the ground.
1.33 p.m.—102

flying

insects

take

their places in the Entomology lab.

brooms, boots and shoes.
7.00 a.m.—College

the

195

whistle

blows.

(This is the signal for the cessation of

1.45 p.m.—Everybody working hard.
1.50 p.m.—Forty-eight

walking

in¬

7.01 a.m.—Everyone in residence ap¬

sects take their places in the Biology
lab.

parently sleeping soundly.
7.30 a.m.—Electric ventilator com¬

4.30 p.m.—Everybody still working
hard.

all noise.)

mences operations and rouses thirteen

discovers

what

he has spent the afternoon trying to see

sleepers.
7.45 a.m.—Dining Hall doors open
and thirteen students enter hall.
7.50 a.m,.—Thirteen

students finish

hundred

and

in Cryptogamic Botany lab.
4.46 p.m.—Student
mences drawing.
5.00 p.m.—An

breakfast and leave hall hurriedly.
8.00 a.m.—One

4.45 p.m.—Student

fifty

beds squeak and 75 men get up, fall

furiously

afternoon’s

com¬

drawing

finished after four minute’s work.
5.15 p.m.—Twenty-one

workers

in

into c’othes and hurry for the porridge;

Chemistry lab. discover that gas has

75 others turn over and go back to sleep.

been turned off, so commence to write

8.30 a.m.—Everyone either out of his

5.20 p.m.—Twenty-one

bed or under it.
8.40 a.m,.—Students leave for botany
8.45 a.m.—Students leave fcr other

in

Chemistry lab. shoved out into fresh

lectures

con¬
con¬

ing Hall.
7.00 p.m.—Many signify intentions

cluded.
lectures

cluded.
12.14 p.m.—Large mass of students
swarms over the Dining Hall steps.
12.15 p.m.—Dining Hall doors open
and 219 individuals attempt to enter
simultaneously.
12.16 p.m.—Everybody happy.

6.00 p.m.—Supper served in Dining
Hall.
6.15 p.m.—Supper concluded in Din¬

lecti res.

12.10 p.m.—Botany

workers

air by janitor.

lectures.

12.00 a.m.—Morning

up exper’ments.

of going to a show, but no one admits
he is going to grind.
7.15 p.m.—About a dozen leave for
the show and another dozen start the
evening’s toil.
7.20 p.m.—Remainder
decide to do some work.

of

residents
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9.15 p.m.—A dozen still grinding.

11.55 p.m.—Room-mate charges into

10.15 p.m.—Remainder of residents
once more decide to do some work.

room, and commences to rave about the
evening’s conquest down town.

10.30 p.m.—A final decision to work
bears fruit and quiet reigns.

11 56 p.m.—After
fully

10.45 p.m.—One dozen students re¬

awakened

having

Reginald,

success¬

room-mate

departs, leaving light shining brightly.

turn from show and prevent the rest of
the residence from, doing any further

once

work.
11.45 p.m.—Noise

lessens

and

he

falls into a doze.

FTf^HERE

has

excitement
nights,

commences

to

conn

over

1.00 a.m.—Blessed sleep begins her
reign over all.

been

more

around

or

Mac

less
Hall

since the New Year, but one or
two

more

the matchless features of his latest love.

11.00 p.m.—Reginald gees to beck

or

12.30 a.m.—Room-mate returns and

particularly c1

late,

At

5.30

the

Ireakish

Freshettes,

mounted on snowshoes, and guarded
on

either

side

by

the

Homemakers,

wended, their way in front of Mills Hall

will linger long in the memories of the

to the dining room .

short course Freshettes.

her skill in ascending the steps encum¬

On January

9th. their nightmares .were made reali¬
ties

ghoulish

On their return to Mac Hall they

resounding down the long bare corri¬

were taken to the lower regions and

dors.
Rough, unsympathetic hands
dumped the shivering, panic-stricken

allowed to wander blindfolded in the

maidens on the hard cold floor.

next appearance was in the gym, where

week

later

shrieks

the

and

bered thus.

howls

A

by

There each showed

anxious

dark, urged on by weird noises.

Their

group

individual stunts followed from, rolling

around the bulletin board showed that

peeled onions across the floor with their

the dreaded, ordeal was at hand.

noses to impersonating Rudolph Valen¬

Dur¬

ing the day the Freshettes wore such

tino’s tango dance.

distressed looks that Mills Hall took

blasts each Freshette had a smell of

pity and sent contributions to meet the

• some pretty flower, which unusual privi¬

demands placed upon the victims.

Despite the wintry

lege sent the color from her cheeks and
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left her pale and gasping.
the

energy

lost,

some

To renew

carbohydrate

combination and played a very good
game.

Toronto won by score 23-13.

was served in the form of marshmallows
daintily sprinkled with powdered char¬
coal, which each with unseeing eyes
fed her unfortunate partner.

Notes by The Way

Mary Goldie—

This completed the initiation rites

Here’s to that school girl complexion.
*

establishing each Freshette as a Mac
Hallite,

and as

such

were

they

the

guests of the Homemakers at a very

*

*

Diana Miller—
Never say “Dye,” say “Rit”.
if:

enjoyable theatre party.

He

He

Daisy Davidson—
On Friday night, January 18th, the
opening game of Girls’ Basketball was
played in the College Gym between
Toronto and Macdonald Hall.

While

“Short and Sweet.”
He

Oh, Gretta, “Me” the one.
He

He

He

Dorothy Bell—
“The Harold Lloyd Girl.”

the Hockey game.

He

At 8.30 Toronto assembled on the
floor;

He

Gretta Johnston—

waiting an hour for the Toronto team
a large part of the crowd drifted out to

He

led by their mascot they sang a

challenge to the Hall.

Throughout the

He

He

Gladys Becker—
“The Sheen of Queeba.”

game they exhibited speed, skill and
Ask Gladys Eaton why the sofa in

good sportsmanship.
The

defence

for

Macdonald

Hall

the sitting-room needs upholstering.
He

played a good game, but several fouls
indicates their need of steady training.
J.

Robertson scored four baskets, L.
In the last

quarter the Hall team found the right

He

Ask Marg Davidson what the “Y”
dance is?
He

Anderson one and S. Getty made the
score 13 by a free shot.

He

He

He

The boys are fine but it’s the girls
who get “fined”.

prickly

In the newly opened spring, when cold

forest of burrs and caltrops rises instead

moisture descends from the snow cov¬

and amidst the trim and healthy grain,
wretched darnel and barren wild oats

ered hills, and the soil loosens and
crumbles beneath the western breeze;

assert

unless you

then let my steers begin to groan under

persecute the weeds by continual har¬

the entered plough, and the share to

rowing and frighten away the birds by

glitter polished by the furrow.

noises, and with the pruning hook keep

field especially answers the expectations

down

The crops of corn die;

ground

their

the

sway.

foliage

and

by

But

a

That

which

shades

the

of the greedy farmer which twice hath

prayers

invoke

the

felt the sun, and twice the cold;

the

showers, alas, in vain will ycu view

immense harvests of such a field are

another’s ample store, and solace your

wont

hunger with acorns in

Georgics—37 B.C.

Virgil, Georgies.

the woods.—

to

burst

the

barns.— Virgil,
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Intercollegiate-—Osgoode Hall, 6; O. A. C., 0.

Intermediate

InplHE

on

first

hockey

game

for

our

ran

in

three

goals,

while

Pridham

First Hockey Team was played

counted one for the O. A. C.

in Toronto,

third period, both teams slackened up

Thursday,

resulted
in
Osgoode Hall.
The

game

with Osgoode Hall,

January
a

6-0

17th,

and

victory

for

and Victoria notched one counter.
The visitors were a fast skating outfit
but

started

off

fast

with

In the

lacked

combination,

while

the

O. A. C. boys showed plainly lack of

Osgoode showing the results of much

practice together.

practice, and they also combined well

ham was the best man with Medd a

together.

close second, while

The O. A. C. team worked

hard but showed lack of practice and

was very good,

condition.

shots.

Osgoode scored two goals

in each period in spite of splendid goal
tending by Hamilton.

The

For O. A. C. Prid¬
Demaray in goal

stopping many hard

final

score

was

4-1

in

Victoria’s favor.
O. A. C. II. team:

Goal, Demaray;

Osgoode Hall have a smooth working

defence, Pridham and Forward; centre,

team and played a good game, Gordon,

Medd; wings, Baird and Roxborough;

Evans

subs., Smith, Kelly.

and

Fisher

being

their

best,

while Shoemaker, Purdy and Patterson
played well for O. A. C.
O. A. C. line-up:

Trinity, 5; O. A. C. II., 0.

Goal, Hamilton;

The O. A. C. team was defeated, 5-0,

defence, Purdy and Page; centre, Shoe¬

by Trinity

maker;

Toronto on Tuesday, Jan. 22nd.

son;

wings, Patterson and Donald¬

Subs, Pallesen and Richardson.

College on

their rink in
The

team was handicapped by the loss of
Pridham, who could not go down.

The

O. A. C. II., 1.

first period started out fast, but the

On Saturday night, at the College

ice soon chipped and this made puck¬

Victoria College, 4;

Arena,

in

faculty

hockey game

\ ictoria

the

first

scheduled
of the

inter¬
season,

College of Toronto defeated

the O. A. C. II.. by the score of 4-1.
The teams started off at a fast pace

carrying

first

period

ended 2-0 in favor of Trinity.

In the

second

difficult.
period,

The

Trinity

notched

two

more counters, while O. A. C. did not
seem to be able to get going on the small

and, although outskated, O. A. C. held

rink.

the visitors to a 0-0 score in the first

added one goal while O. A. C. failed to

period.

find

In the second period, Victoria

In
the

the
net

third
in

period

Trinity

spite of some

good

THE O. A. C. REVIEW
hockey.

The

whole O.

A.

C.

team

played hard, but lack of practice to¬
gether handicapped them, while Baird
and Medd stood out prominently.
O.

A.

C.

line-up:

Centre,

199

greater against O. A. C.

The period

ended 2-1 in favor of College.
In the third period,

Osgoode Hall

tried hard but Pallesen scored a goal for

Medd;

O. A. C.

Then Osgoode Hall came back

wings, Baird and Rittenhouse; defence,

with

T. Smith and Armstrong;

Osgoode sent up four men in an attempt

goal,

De-

maray; subs., Taylor and Jamieson.

one

to

make

the

count

3-2.

to tie it up, but Patterson made the
game safe by scoring on a nice combina¬

O. A. C., 4; Osgoode Hall, 2.

tion play.

On January 23rd, the O. A. C. Senior

This ended the game, which

hockey team forced the fast Osgoode

was the most exciting seen here for
some time.

Hall hockey team to take the short end

Shoemaker was the best man on the

of a 4 to 2 score at the College Arena.

ice, and the whole team played good

In the first period, play opened fast

hockey, some of Hamilton’s saves in

on an excellent she>et of ice and after a
brilliant individual effort, Shoemaker
scored for the O. A. C.

goal being sensational.
The victory was particularly pleasing

Play continued

as it is our first win in Intermediate

fast and a few minutes later Donaldson

Intercollegiate hockey, and gave our

bulged the twine on a pretty shot.

team

The

period ended 2-0 in favor of O. A. C.
In the second period Osgoode Hall
showed a little better combination and

the

encouragement

they

need.

We hope the students will turn out and
support them as they deserve.
Line-up for O. A. C.:

Goal, Hamil¬

their efforts were rewarded with one

ton; defence, Purdy and Page; centre,

goal.

Had it not been for the good

Shoemaker;

defence and splendid goal-tending of

Donaldson;

Hamilton, the score would have been

ardson.

An exhibition game of basket ball

College

wings,

Patterson

and

subs., Pallesen and Rich¬

line-up:

Centre,

Schenck;

was played in the College Gymnasium,

forwards, Ridley and Holman; guards,

Saturday,

Marshall and Heatherbell; subs., Hamil¬

January

12,

between

chener and our first team.

Kit¬

The game

ton and Daly.

was fairly exciting from start to finish.
In

the

first

ten

minutes

Kitchener

O. A. C. I., 23; Kitchener, 27.

played a strong five-man defence and

Kitchener defeated the College Firsts

held our forwards well in check, but

in a fairly good game of basket ball in

later they weakened and Ridley ran in

our gymnasium on Thursday, January

several baskets.

17th.

The game ended 28-18

In the first half the O. A. C. did

Kit¬

not seem able to get going and the

distance

score at half-time was 22-13 in favor

shooting while the College boys worked
For College

of Kitchener.
In the second half the College boys

Ridley, Holman and Marshall played

did much better, scoring ten points to

very effectively.

their opponent’s five, but they could not

in

favor

chener

of the

was

College

strong

on

right in under the basket.

team.
the
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overcome

Kitchener’s

lead,

and

the

Knox Church defeated the O. A. C.

III.

game ended 27-22 in favor of Kitchener.

basket ball team at the Y. M. C. A.

For

Gymnasium by the score of 22-20.

O.

A.

C.

Ridley,

Schenck

and

This game was a real thriller from

Heatherbell played a strong game.
Centre, Schenck;

start to finish, although the first ten

forwards, Ridley and Hamilton; guards,

minutes there was considerable loose

Marshall and Heatherbell; subs., Hol¬

handling of the ball.

man and Daly.

time was 10-4 in favor of Knox.

O. A. C. line-up:

The score at half

The second half was productive of
better basket ball and the O. A. C. team
25;

Osgoode Hall,

O. A. C. I., 22.

scored 16 points to their opponents’ 12,
making the final score 22-20 in favor of

The

O.

A.

C.

College basket ball

team journeyed to Toronto on Satur¬
day, January 19th, where they were

Knox.

For O. A. C. Baldwin was good

at centre, and Thompson was efficient
at guarding.

defeated by the fast Osgoode Hall team
25-22 on Central Y. M. C. A. floor.

It

O. A. C. III. line-up:

Centre, Bald¬

was the first scheduled game for the

win; forwards, Kellough

O.

guards, Haggard and G. E. Thompson;

A.

C.

team in

the

Intermediate

Intercollegiate

and,

considering

the

practice

have

had,

did

they

remarkably

well.

The

they

game

and

Mowat;

subs., Grant, Stevens and Dingman.

started

off fast and the score at half time was
O. A. C., 34; Trinity,

15-6 in favor of Osgoode.

14

In the second half, the O. A. C. team
became more accustomed to the floor

On

Tuesday,

January

22nd,

the

and began dropping in baskets thick

O. A. C. II. basket ball team defeated

and

Trinity College of Toronto on

fast.

Just as

the

whistle

blew

Osgoode scored on a shot which gave

Hart

floor by the score of 34-14.

them a margin of three points, the final

The game was fast and clean, and as

score being Osgoode Hall 25, O. A. C.

the score indicates the O. A. C. boys

22.

were

The game was remarkably clean

never in

danger.

Nevertheless,

with close hard checking throughout.

the game was interesting all the way

Every man on the O. A. C. team played

through.

splendidly with Schenck standing out

the ball and showed good combination,

prominently.

while Trinity relied more on individual

Braid

and

Shanihan

play.

were the stars for Osgoode Hall.

The O. A. C. team passed

MacEwan at centre was parti¬

Ridley;

cularly good when under the basket

forwards, Schenck and W. E. Hamilton;

and the rest of the team all played good

guards,

basket ball.

O. A.

C. line-up:
Marshall

Centre,

and

Heatherbell;

The final score was 34-14

in favor of O. A. C.

subs., Holman and Daly.

Line-up for O. A. C.:
O. A. C. III., 20;

Knox Church, 22.

On Saturday night, January

19th,

Ewan;
guards,

Centre, Mac¬

forwards, Mowat and Snyder;
Cameron and Young;

Thompson and McGugan.

subs.,
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m aim Swnmmmg amd.
Accidents will happen!
ands

of

lives

are

and thous¬

annually

lost

by

according to the ability of the swimmer
to pass definite tests of “First Aid to

drowning, whereas a large percentage

the Drowning.”

of this number could have been saved

ornaments, but indicate the possessor

if the art of swimming and life-saving
was more generally known and taught

has completed a course, and is qualified
to render assistance in case of drowning.

in schools, colleges and Y. M. C. A.’s.

The examinations for these awards are

Swimmers, members of rowing, sailing,

not severe, but are designed to enable

yachting and motor boat clubs should,

the swimmer of average ability to realize

in

the

his potential value as a life saver, and

knowledge of how to save life from

who, after a few lessons and practice

drowning, and to do so with a maximum

may fearlessly go to the assistance of a
drowning person.

their

own

interests,

acquire

of confidence and a minimum of risk
to themselves.

They should also know

Complete

The awards are not

information

as

to

the

at least one method of reviving the

courses, examinations, awards, etc., is

apparently drowned.

This knowledge

contained in the illustrated text book

can be quickly learned by a course of

of the Society, which may be secured

instruction in the courses taught by

at twenty-five cents per copy, at Room

the Royal Life Saving Society.

211, Mills Hall, and a chart of instruc¬

The

courses were organized by experts in

tion is posted in the plunge.

the realm of swimming and life saving,

are to be organized, see the coach.

and range from elementary to advanced,
and awards are granted by the Society

CTplHE Semi-Centennial of the On¬

Classes

Also, don’t forget there is an aquatic
meet in March.

With

the approval of the Ontario

tario Agricultural College will be

Minister of Agriculture, the following

celebrated during

the week of

committee of O. A. C. graduates has

to

been appointed and is proceeding with

June 9th,

1924.

that| the Great

It
War

is

be hoped

Memorial

Hall

will be completed for this celebration.

the arrangement of program,
ity, etc.

public¬
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Representing

the

Ontario

Agricul¬

at

Ottawa,

Amherst.

tural College:
J. B. Reynolds (Chairman)

Macdonald

College

and

His present address is “The

Lipton,’’ 91 Wellesley Street, Toronto,
Ontario.

W. R. Graham
G. H. Unwin
Representing the

The Editor received a very interest¬
Ontario

Depart¬

ing letter from Dr. Creelman, part of
which is given below:

ment of Agriculture:

“In making a tour of the Maritime

WT. B. Roadhouse

Provinces last month,

R. W. Wade
J. A. Carroll
Representing the 0

I

met R.

W.

Maxwell, T8, Principal of the Agricul¬
A. C. Alumni

Association:

tural Vocational School at Woodstock,
N. B.

G. C. Creelman

“The Maritime Winter Fair at Am¬

J. B. Fairbairn

herst,

S. E. Todd
Representing the Canadian Society
of Technical Agriculturists:

N. S.,

was

the

occasion

of

a

splendid gathering of Agricultural Col¬
lege men.
sented.

O. A. C. was well repre¬

On December 12th an excel¬

R. S. Duncan

lent banquet was held, Prineau, ’21, of

E. F. Palmer

Moncton, N.B., being manager.

A. Leitch

following are a few of the O. A. C. men

At the first meeting of this Com¬

The

present:

mittee, held at Guelph on December

“B. E. Paterson, ’88, Halifax, N. S.

4th, Mr. Lionel Stevenson, Director of

“D. M. Cumming, ’01, Truro, N. S.

Extension at the O. A

“H. R. Ross, ’05, St. Johns, N.B.

ed

General

C., was appoint¬

Secretary

nf

the

Semi-

“C. F. (Bill) Bailey, ’09, Fredericton,

Centennial Celebration ana Secretary

N. B.

of the Committee.

“J. M. Creelman, T6, Charlottetown,
P. E. I.

The following committees were ap¬

“R.S. Maxwell, T8, Fredericton, N.B.

pointed:
(1) On

Pageantry

Chairman,

W.

R.

and

Graham;

(2) On

Publicity—Chairman, S. E. Todd;

(3)

On Recreation—Chairman, G. H. Un¬
win;

“W. R. Willson, Moncton, N. B.

Exhibits—

“The C. S. T. A. is doing a good work
in

getting

all

agricultural

graduates

together.”

(4) On Reception—Chairman, A.

Leitch;

(5) On Farmers’ Day—Chair¬

man, R. S. Duncan;

(6) On Memorial

A. A. A. S. Meeting at Cincinnati,

Hall—Chairman, J. A. Carroll; (7) On
Alumni—Chairman, G. C.
(8) On

Creelman;

Finance—Chairman,

W.

B.

Roadhouse.

Ohio

December 27th to January 2nd
The following are a few of the O. A. C.
men present at this meeting:

The last meeting of the committee
was held in Toronto on January 3rd.

Professor Caesar, of the Entomology
staff, gave a paper on the control of the
corn borer.

Dr. G. C. Creelman, ’88, addressed

G. J. Spencer, at present doing M. S.

the Directors, Exhibitors and Visitors

work, gave a paper on

at the Maritime Winter Fair, Amherst,

Insects.”

N.S.,

in

December.

On

his

eastern

trip he addressed C. S. T. A. meetings

“Mimicry in

Professor Fulmer, Chemistry Depart¬
ment, O. A. C.

THE O. A. C. REVIEW
“ ‘Don7 Kimball,

Horticultural De¬

partment, O. A. C.
’07—T. G. Bunting, of St. Annes.
T2—W. H. Wright, Dominion Seed
Laboratory, Toronto.
T3—E. F. Palmer, Vineland, Ontario.
T6—W. E. Strong, Vineland, Ontario.
A.

Brink,

Department of Dairy Bacteriology,
Perdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.
T8—Leslie Davis is dairy farming at
Millner, B. C.

’09—R. C. Treherne, Ottawa.

T9—R.

203

Department

of

Genetics, Wisconsin.

T8—A.
Petrolia.

R.

Nelson

is

farming

at

T9—G. S. Grant is farming at R. R.
No. 6, Embro, Ontario.
’20—E. G. McNeely is on the staff of
the Department of Agriculture, Alberta.
’21—R. M. Goodier is farming at

’21—“Bush” Sterritt.

Felton, Delaware, N. S.
’21—J. S. Shoemaker has been ap¬

Among The Years

’99—A. M. High is engaged in the

University of Minnesota.

lumber trade at Killarney, Manitoba.
’00—H. M. Judson
the

Rural

is

Telephone

manager
Company

pointed Assistant in Horticulture at the

of

year he has been with the H. J. Heintz

at

Company in Michigan.

Elgin, Ontario.

’22—W. S.

’06—W. D. Breckon is Farm Super¬

Richardson is studying

for his M. S. degree in dairying under

intendent at Waubun, Minnesota.

Dr.

’ll—R. C. Packard
Brocton, Mass.

Minnesota University.

is

farming at

Gortner

in

’23—“Stan”

’ll—S. H. Gandier is taking a course
in Bio-Chemistry at Toronto Univer¬
sity.

For the past

T2—T. O. Clark, formerly with the

(C.

A.

S.)

work

at

Smith

is

taking graduate work in Agriculture at
the University of Alberta, Edmonton.

He was Principal of the Agricul¬

tural School at Vermilion, Alberta, last
winter.

nutrition

’23—“Caesar”

(C. E. S.) Smith is

with the Department of Immigration
and

Colonization

of

Canada

and

is

located at present in Calgary.

Soldier Settlement Board at Edmonton,

’23—“Tommy” Rogers, who holds a

as District Agriculturist, is now with

Fellowship in Horticulture at the Agri¬

the xMberta Department of Agriculture.

cultural

T3—C. A. Webster is farming at
Cainesville, Ontario.

Brunswick, N. J., recently sent in a very
interesting letter.

T4—H. R. Davis entered with Class

’24—Three former members of Class

T4, but when the war broke out he

’24, Bishopric, Honey and Prior, are

enlisted, and on coming back, took his

all

second and third years at O. A. C.

Course at the University of Alberta.

He

Experimental

students,

taking

Station,

New

the Agricultural

completed his course at the University
of British Columbia.

Mr. Davis is now
MARRIAGES

a medical student at McGill.
T5—E. Hampson, owing to ill-health,
has been relieved of his duties at Kemptville Agricultural School, Kemptville,
Ontario.
T7—P. B. Slack is farm manager of
the Rosecliff Poultry Farm at Bristol,
Indiana.
T8—E. H. Parfitt is now with the

McIntyre-Driscoll

On

December

26th,

at

Lewiston,

Me., Miss Ethel Lillian Driscoll, R.N.,
was united in marriage to Mr. J. E.
McIntyre,

B.S.A.,

’21.

The

happy

couple will reside at Bathurst, N.B.,
where

Mr.

McIntyre is stationed as
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Agricultural

Representative

Counties

Gloucaster,

of

for

the

age was quietly solemnized of Harriet

Restigouche

Rodgers Kennedy (Mac ’22), daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Matthew Kennedy,

and Northumberland.
^

Jr.,

of

home of the bride’s parents, the marri¬

He cometh on a cer¬

tain student apparently without
sad

countenance.

He sayeth, “Why is it that you are thus
unoccupied.

Why not acquit thyself

like a man and indite an article for ye
college paper.

John
“Doc”

partment of Education, Victoria, B.C.

A Smart Boy

E LOCALS Editor is on the trail

of

Mr.

is now with the British Columbia De¬

Doleful

and

to

A., ’22, of Kingston, Ontario.

On Saturday, December 29, at the

occupation

Sound,

Warden (“Doc”) Edwards, B.A., B.S.

Edwards-Kennedy

of copy.

Owen

It mayhap will bring

thee a literary star.”

Ollie had an inspiration the other
night.

“Dem,” he said, “if Mr. Ken¬

dall was describing an engine defect to
a bell hop, what three names of Faculty
members would he use?
“Well, what ones would he?” replied
Dem.
“Easy,” said Ollie, “Porter, Howitt,
Knox.”

And he of the mournful countenance
replieth:

“Of literary stars I have two

already.

Twice, yea, two times have I

been starred in

literature.”

And ye

Locals editor was sad, for he was filled
with great compassion.

A Little Change
His wife laid down her magazine:
“You’ve read the item, I suppose,
Announcing that this year there’ll be
But little change in women’s clol hes?’
He dropped his paper to his knees:

In More Ways Than One

Mr. Hales (talking to Short Course
at Meat Demonstration):
your thanks to
demonstration.

Prof.

“You owe

“If that be true, it sure is fine!
The little change in yours, perhaps,
Will leave a little change in mine!”

Toole for this

Prof. Toole is one of

Mr.

Mason

(lecturing

the BIG men of the livestock industry.”

Year):

“Now,

what

family

Cruciferae

Page Mac Hall

I long to go back to Nature,
But somehow I always feel
That I want, when I do my going,
To go in an automobile.

is

to

Second

member of the
occasionally

of

economic importance on the farm?”
Rittenhouse:

“Mustard.”

Mr. Mason:

“Yes, that’s right, and

to what class of animals is it fed?”
Rittenhouse:

“To hot dogs, sir.”

•
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By J. A. Longman, ’24.

The Soul cannot in words express
The feelings that sometimes in it iise;
’Tis said it turns to Music then,
Releasing in sweet Harmonies.
When day’s no more and supper’s o’er,
And souls are blessed with great fullness,
Each hall abounds with cadent sounds—
The souls begin to effervesce.
Oh, music hath charms, someone has said—
But that poor dub, he makes me grin;
He never had to room with a guy
Who worried a banjo-mandolin.
A banjo badly out of tune,
Drowns ardent song of love and sorrow;
And then a wail—the “Mellow Moon”—
Aye, Rotten!—would it were to-morrow!
Truly, the Soul cannot express
In words the thoughts that in it rise;
No known tongue has the expressiveness
That would bar that Soul horn Paradise.
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6
A High Ideal
‘‘I

wouldn’t

marry

a

Graham:

man

unless

I

could look up to him,” said the serious

“This cold weather chills

me to the bone.”
Braund:

“You should get a heavier

hat.”

minded maiden.
“I guess you’ll have to pick out an
aviator,” replied her frivolous friend.

How

is

Your

Spiritual

Carbon?

Knocking, in an'individual, is just

A Close Shave
Love and laughter,

as much evidence of lack of power as

Song and dance—

it is in an automobile.

Her old man kicked
Me in the-street.
It is rumored that one of our Scotch
students went to the box office after

Rather High in Fibre

Mr.

Mason

(discussing

roots in

a

ration and comparing them with fruit):
“What would you suggest as a sub¬

“Will

ye

kindly

retairn

“Ensilage!”

“I wasna amused,” said MacFarlane.

OF 1924

Agnew’s are prepared to supply your every need in Footwear for this
Occasion.

and every

No matter how exacting your demands may be, our immense

High Grade Footwear is at your disposal combined with the highest
service.

stock of

standard of

We invite your inspection.

Ladies’

Men’s

Party Slippers

Oxfords, or

in

High Shoes

Kid, Patent or

for

Suede Leathers

Street or Dress

Satins

Wear in All

and

Styles

Satin Brocades
Galoshes
Galoshes
Hockey Boots
and
Skates

the

amount of the amusement tax,” he said.

‘ ‘CONVERSAT

FOR THE

me

“Why?” asked the manager.

stitute for apples in our diet?”
Davey (coming to):

witnessing “Rouged Lips”.

Moccasins

AGNEW’S

22 Lower Wyndham
Phone 1787

BOOT
SHOP

Hockey Boots
and
Skates
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Cream Separator Facts
Worth Thinking About!
It is not enough to buy a cream
separator

that

skims fairly

clean

It is unnecessary for you to suffer
such butterfat losses.

You can es¬

and that runs fairly easy—you want

cape them by throwing out the waste¬

one that gets all the butterfat down

ful

to the last drop and that runs so

with

easily that a child can turn it.

Deering Ball-Bearing Cream Separ¬

In

machine
a

new,

addition, you must get construction

ator.

that

separators

makes

many

years

of

good

service possible.

omy.
life,

In recent tests, a well-known cow
testing association found it a com¬
mon occurrence, on average farms,

These

now and

replacing it

efficient

McCormick-

modern, easy-running

represent

genuine

From the viewpoint of long
easy-turning,

and

close-skim¬

ming, they outrank all others.

If ready cash is not plentiful, ask
our agent for his liberal terms.

cared-for

McCormick-Deering

to

waste

worth of butterfat every month.

$25

Think

You

need one on your farm!

for out-worn, poorly constructed, poorly
separators

econ¬

Primrose

Let a
earn

bigger cream profits for you and ap¬

If

ply the extra dollars on the easy pay¬

the machine you are using is failing

ments the McCormick-Deering agent

you in such a manner, you cannot

will offer you.

of it, $300 wasted in a single yearl

afford to operate it a single week
longer,

regardless

of

the

so-called

“bargain price” you may have paid
for it.

International

There are five popular sizes. Ask
the McCormick - Deering agent
about the size best suited to your
herd.

Harvester

Company

of Canada, Ltd.,
HAMILTON,

CANADA

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Artisans
Chocolate Bars
are the handy candy.
Easy

to

buy, easy to

carry, easy to eat.
Biggest value for your
money — a

variety

to

please every taste.

Insist
on Neilson’s

Try one of these to-day

42
Delightful Varieties

Kelly (going into London book store):
“Have you got the Hygiene Magazine?”
Clerk: No, but we have Top Notch.”

Bink T:

“How long did it take you

to learn to skate?”
Sheik: “Oh, about a dozen sittings.”

Scared Her That Time

The girl's lip quivered and her breath
came in labored gasps, but she did not
speak.
“Do you
young man.

love

me?”

pleaded

the

CONSULT

“I—I don’t know,” was the answer.
Gently he insinuated his arm around
her.

“Darling, would you like me to
a

sudden

grasped his arm.

cry

DR. A. L. PRICE
CHIROPRACTOR
Over 11 years’ Experience.

ask your mother first?”
With

HEADACHES~

of

terror

she

“No, no, no!” she

shrieked convulsively. “She is a widow;

130 Upper Wyndham Street
Phone 481.

Consultation Free.

Electrical treatments given.

I want you myself.”
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW wl en answerng Advertisements
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Silver Frames for Tour
Christmas Photographs
GE cannot wither
nor time destroy1’
the cherished
photo you received as a
Christmas gift if you
but enshrine it in a
Ryrie sterling silver
photo frame.

“A(

Frames for all usual sizes are
available, and the price ranges

from $1.50.

'

Ryrie Bros.

1

LIMITED

\Diamond Merchants

.

Q old smiths

.

Silversmith4

134-136-138 Tonge Street

•

TORONTO
Accuracy

Desperado:

“Halt!

Sad But True

If

you

move,

you’re dead.”

You can always tell a Senior—
He is so sedately dressed;

English Professor:

“My man, you

You can always tell a Junior—

should be more careful of your English.

By the way he swells his chest;

If I should move, it would be a positive

You can always tell a Sophomore—

sign that I was alive.”

But you can’t tell him much!
It is time for another note on Locals.

Simultaneously

Morrison to Bartlett:

We notice that many Undergrads turn

“Bit warmer

to-day, isn’t it?”
Bartlett

to

Morrison:

first to this section on receiving their
copy of the Review, but we also notice,

“Bit

colder

to-day, isn’t it?”
Both—“Yes, isn’t it?”

as every other editor for some thirty
four years back has noticed, that these
same Undergrads are not so interested
in providing the material to make up
this section.

One day, Mr. Undergrad,

Kernohan (after forty minutes (on-

you may find that the Locals’ Editor

versation to the Hall): Hello, Central!

has in desperation published something

Say, can’t I get a better line?”

picking on some of your weak points in

Central (who has heard most of it):
“What’s the matter with the one you
have?”

rather pitiless fashion—so better keep
him in good

humor and send along

your stuff.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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THE COW STALL FLOOR PROBLEM
V.

Is solved for
all
time
by
use
of
Cork

Paving Brick.
These
bricks
Possess all the
good
features
of both wood
and cement,
with none of
their faults.
Cork brick are
warm and re¬
silient, nonslippery, per¬
fectly sanitary
and re markable for dura¬
bility in ser¬
vice.

Cork
Brick Floors
Are used by
hundreds of
prominent stockholders in the United States and Canada, and also by many Agricultural
Colleges and Government Experimental Stations.

ARMSTRONG CORK & INSULATION CO., Limited
McGill Bldg., MONTREAL, QUEBEC

X

Ryorson
Press

Presenting Canadian
History in New Form

Founded

1829

BUILDERS of the CANADIAN
COMMONWEALTH
By George H.

Locke

Tells of the building of the Canadian Commonwealth through the
speeches of our statesmen. The orations are most carefully selected and
are prefaced by a biographical note from Mr. Locke’s characteristic pen.
Decorations by C. W. Jefferys add distinction. A better-than-usual book
in typography and binding. Price $2.50.

The Ryerson Press
Publishers

-

-

Toronto

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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.High School Boards and Boards of Education
Are Authorized by Law to Establish

INDUSTRIAL, TECHNICAL
and

ART SCHOOLS
WITH THE APPROVAL OF THE MINISTER OF EDUCATION
Day and Evening Classes may be conducted in accordance with the regula¬

tions issued by the Department of Education.
Theoretical and Practical Instruction is given in various trades. The schools
and classes are under the direction of an Advisory Committee.
Application for attendance should be made to the Principal of the school.
Commercial Subjects, Manual Training, Household Science and Agri¬
culture and Horticulture are provided for in the Courses of Study in Public, Sep¬

arate, Continuation and High Schools, Collegiate Institutes, Vocational Schools and
Departments.
Copies of the Regulations issued by the Minister of Education may be obtained
from the Deputy Minister, Parliament Buildings, Toronto.
Toronto, December, 1921.

Square Pegs and Round Holes—
College students, as well as the rest of the world, have been repeatedly told
that square pegs do not fit in round holes.
And, too, just as college is the place where diamonds are dimmed, and pebbles
are polished, so is it also the place where the rough edges of many four-square men
and women are removed to form finely rounded citizens.
But with commercial products there is no lounding process by which one product
or machine may be made to fill many positions.
To this rule,

WYANDOTTE ALKALI SPECIAL
is no exception.
Hundreds of carbonated beverage bottlers, washing bottles by machinery, find
that Wyandotte Alkali Special economically and easily produces sparkling, sweet¬
smelling bottles of such sanitary cleanliness that the
Indian in
flavor and quality of beverages subsequently placed in
them is fully protected.
Wyandotte Sanitary Cleaner
and Cleanser is similarly used where bottles are washed
by hand.

Fourth of a series of discussions concerning Wyandotte
Products—The Cleaners That Clean Clean
THE J.

B.

FORD

CO.,

Wyandotte,

Sole

Manufacturers

Mich.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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(Continued from page 189)

scrap by mixing them with some sub¬
stance rich in carbon and melting in a
small crucible. For this purpose, Swed¬
ish steel is favored on account of its
freedom from sulphur, a material that
is very injurious to these steels. The
great outstanding feature of the high
carbon steels is that when they are
heated to a temperature of 1450F and
plunged into a cooling solution, they
become hard. The degree of hardness
depends upon the amount of carbon
and the rapidity of cooling. In these
steels carbon is present in proportions
varying from 1 to 1.5 per cent.
The materials so far considered are
compounds of iron with varying
amounts of carbon. In addition, we
have various alloy steels in which are
incorporated varying amounts of nickel,
manganese, tungsten and vanadiums.
These elements are sometimes combined
to make such steel as Chrome nickel,
chrome vanadium, etc. Of all the alloy
steels, nickel steel was the first to be
invented and probably the most used.
Its main characteristics are its ability
to withstand shocks, its toughness and
its high elasticity. These qualities make
it especially valuable as armour plate.

Manganese gives steel a wear-resist¬
ing quality and is used in plow points,
also in the construction of railroad
switches and cross-over points.

I know precisely that for either ob¬
ject, whether to bring the weeds and
quitch grass to the surface and to
wither them by scorching heat or to
expose the earth itself to the sun’s
baking rays there can be nothing better
than to plough the soil up with a pair of
oxen during mid-day in summer.—
Xenophon, The Economist.

There is no seed more prolific than
ocimum; it is generally recommended
to sow it with the utterance of curses
and imprecations, the result being
that it grows all the better for it; the
earth too is rammed down when it is
sown and prayers offered that the seed
may never come up.-—Pliny, Natural
History.

In addition, it is well adapted to casehardening and is easy to machine.
Chromium imparts extreme hardness
under heat treatments and gives a
material that is especially useful for
the cups and cones in a cup and cone
ball bearing. It is often combined with
nickel and we then have Nickel-chrome
steel, in which we would expect to find
the qualities of both alloys present.
Chromium is also used with Vanad¬
ium and produces a material that is
valuable for case-hardening; that is,
one that is very hard on the outer
portions and tough internally. It is
also fatigue proof and is used in con¬
struction of gears and shafts.
Tungsten is another metal used with
steel, especially in the construction of
magnets, due to the fact that this alloy
renders the steel capable of holding
magnetism for a long time. It also
renders steel self-hardening and so
enters with the manufacturing of lathe
tools.
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The De Laval Milker
—A Wonderful Success
After eight years of successful opera¬
tion, and with more than 15,000 in
actual use giving remarkable satisfac¬
tion, there is no longer any question
that the De Laval Milker is superior
to any other method of milking.
At
first the De Laval Milker was regarded
as just another milking machine, but
now with ample time to have demon¬
strated its superior qualities, it is gener¬
ally admitted that it is in a class by
itself and “The Better Way of Milk¬
ing” in every respect.
Consider such
expressions as the following from De
Laval Users:
—“I am very proud and naturally much
gratified over my success in producing these
champion animals (World’s Champion Hol¬
stein in 305-day class; also Champion Jr.
and Sr. Two-Year-Old Holstein for Canada),
but it is only right that I should give the
De Laval Milking Machine its full dues as
the most important agency in the develop¬
ment of these records. These facts are all
beyond question and should settle the matter
conclusively for those intelligent dairymen
who are asking the question as to whether
the De Laval Milker will pay them.”—R. R.
Stevens, Ontario (Canada).
—“We have made 13 Advance Registry
records and used the De Laval Milker on all
of them. Our increase in milk production

for the whole herd has been about 10 per ce nt
over hand milking.—Newberry State Hospital
Michigan.
—“All the above named cows (three daughters
of Belle’s St. Mawes Lad, who qualified for a
silver medal) were milked the entire time
with a De Laval Milker, and I firmly believe
their production proves conclusively that it is
‘The Better Way of Milking’.”—L. C. Daniels,
Oregon, owner of World’s Champion Sr. TwoYear-Old Jersey.

And thus we could go on quoting
from hundreds and hundreds of satis¬
fied De Laval owners from all sections
of the country.
If you are milking ten
or more cows you need a De Laval.
Sold on such easy terms that it will pay
for itself.
Send coupon for complete
information.
11

THE DE LAVAL COMPANY, LTD.,
I

Montreal

Peterborough

Winnipeg

Send me your Milker □ Separator O Catalogue
(check which).
Name
Town
Province.R.F.D.No. Cows

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Meal Time Efficiency

A second of silence—a voice, ‘'For
what we are about to receive, may we
be truly thankful”—a roar of moving
chairs, a loud clamor of voices and a
crash of crockery. Another meal is in
progress at the college dining hall.
We have at the 0. A. C. a remarkably
good dining service, but there is
something lacking—a something for
which the student is eagerly seekings
is daily gaining, but with which he is
never satisfied. What is this thing that
so consistently tantalizes him? Dear
reader, it is not more lobster salad; it
is not more broiled spring salmon;
neither is it a more liberal supply of
toothpicks. It is greater speed.
It is true that we have attained
remarkable rapidity in consuming a
sufficient number of calories to sustain
us until the next meal. It is equally
true that records almost unbelievable

1

are being shattered every day. How¬
ever, with a view to reducing the time
limit to a minimum, the following sug¬
gestions to the management of the
dining hall will no doubt be heartily
sanctioned by the student body.
Why not install a large aerial tank
with ten tubes leading to each table
All liquids might be poured into this
vessel and would be at once accessible
to the diners without the bother of
manipulating spoons or glasses. The
tubes would, of course, be provided with
standard laboratory stopcocks so that
titrations might be regulated by the
mere pressure of a finger.
Would it not be possible to provide
the meat or fish couise in the form of
concentrated tablets?
Such tablets
could be consumed with great rapidity
and would reduce the existing record by
four or five seconds.
(Continued on page xxii)

------

Kelly’s Music Store
,

33 Lower Wyndham Street
POPULAR MUSIC, STANDARD MUSIC
CHORUS AND ORCHESTRA SCORES
VIOLINS, GUITARS, BANJOS, UKULELES
All Small Musical Instruments, Strings and Parts.
Everything in Music.

C. W. Kelly & Son
GUELPH.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements.
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Phone

W.

808

V.

xv.

BAGG

49

Successor to C. H. GRIFFENHAM

CLEANER & PRESSER
ALTERATIONS
O’Coats

Pressed 50c.

Contracts

$1.50

Month

Agent

SCOTLAND WOOLEN MILLS
Suit—$25.00-O’Coat
Made to Order

BOND ’ s
Gym. Shirts
Rugby Supplies

SPORTING GOODS
Gym. Pants
Football Necessities, etc.

Spalding Athletic Goods

Electric Irons and Bulbs
Millinery Plyers

Kerosene Lamps
Padlocks, etc.

Everything in the Line of Hardware

Delivery to O. A. C. Twice Daily

BOND

HARDWARE

CO.,

LIMITED

“We Have What You Want’’
PHONE 1012

PHONE 1012

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Guelph and Ontario
Investmentand Savings Society
Incorporated A.D.,- 1876

3 V2 %
For The Future
Bride
After she has made you happy
with one little word, make her
happy by choosing the cherished
token from our special display of
Engagement Rings.

$25 to $500

Savage & Co.
Leading Jewelers
GUELPH

Allowed on Deposits
of $1.00 and Upwards
Full

checking

privileges

granted.

By Special Order-in-Council (Ontario
Government), Executors, Trustees, etc.,
are authorized to invest Trust Funds
in the Debentures of this Society, and
also to deposit Trust Funds in the
Society’s Savings Department.
George

D. Forbes,

J.M. Purcell,

President

Manager

Office: Corner Wyndham and Cork
Streets.

The Kandy Kitchen
High Class

Confectionery
Let us cater for your social functions
We do what we promise

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Keegan

XVII.

(as maid places a dish of

oysters on the table):

“These look like

snails.”
Stewart, Cox and Kelly Trio (simul¬
taneously):
never

get

Keegan:

“That’s
in

something

we

Nova Scotia.”

“No, I suppose not.

You

couldn’t catch them.”

It is rumored that one of our English
students, at supper recently, called the
waitress, and said: “What’s this stuff?”
“It’s bean soup,” replied the waitress.
“Yes,” replied our English friend, “but
what is it now?”

G. H.WEBER,

l.d.s., d.d.s

DENTAL SURGEON
Tolton Block, 173 Woolwich St.,
(Evenings by Appointment)
,

Telephone 1641J

HOOD AND
BENALLICK
PHONE

1201

TALK ABOUT
STRETCHING
YOUR MONEY
You’d never dream a dollar
would “Cover So Much Ground”
as it does when it helps purchase a

CAMBRIDGE SUIT
OR OVERCOAT
Prices as Low as

DEALERS IN

$2000

Fancy Groceries

as High as

AND

$3500

Chinaware
PHONE 1201

Fruit and Oysters
in Season

Correct tasteful styles, highgrade woolens, fine tailoring, and
the recommendation of the Label
inside.

ROLLIE HEWER
The Cambridge Clothes Shop
City Hall Square

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Kennedy’s

Cole Bros. & Scott
29 and 31 Wyndham St.,
GUELPH

Headquarters
Class

for

Men’s

Ready-to-Wear

For College

Photographs

High-

Clothing

and Furnishings.
We carry a complete stock of
Frames suitable for Photographs.

Ordered Clothing a Specialty

Enlargements

carefully

made

from Amateur Films.

THE PEOPLE’S STORE
\

Phone

498

***

j1

1

THE STORE THAT SUPPLIES
w

YOUR WANTS IN

Meet Me
at the

Hardware, Sporting
Goods and Cutlery
THE RED FRONT

PEACOCK

Agents— Deering Implements
100-108 Macdonald St.

CANDY

SHOP

We Save You Money

Where Quality Counts

107 Wyndham St. - Guelph

PENFOLD HARDWARE &
CARRIAGE COMPANY
Phone 269

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW -when answering Advertisements
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Too Much Kindness.
Be kind to the hornet; be kind to the fly;
Be kind to the ant that creeps into the
pie.

xix.

H. E. COSFORD
THE

SHOEMAN
When a reckless mosquito comes buz¬
zing, keep cool.
Be patient in all your remarks to a mule.
Don’t cherish a grudge toward a mouse

—®—

FINE SHOES
DANCING PUMPS
BOUDOIR SLIPPERS
GYMNASIUM SHOES
FOOTBALL BOOTS

or a rat.
37 Lower Wyndham Street

Be gentle unto the vociferous cat.
Be kind to the weasel; be kind to the
bear;
To the chicken hawk fierce and the
lynx in his lair.
If I’ve got to be kind to all these, I will
say,
I’ll never get into the S. P. C. A.
—Philander Johnson in the Wash¬
ington Star.

R. S. Cull
GUELPH’S GOOD CLOTHES SHOP
The Store with the New Front
35 WYNDHAM ST.

GUELPH

STAR CAFE

J. P. HAMMILL
Hardware and Sporting Goods

“Star Service”
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Best of Food.
Cooked Just Right
Prompt Service.
Prices Reasonable.

REAL SERVICE

Phone 43

Upper Wyndham St.

Good Music
106 WYNDHAM ST.f
GUELPH.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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DANCING
LESSONS
—AT—

Huxley’s Dancing
Academy
Class or Private Orchestra open for
engagements.
PARTICULARS AT

42 CARDEN ST.

Phone 1520J

High Grade
Artistic and Unique Designs

The Wallace Printing Co.
Commercial and Book Printers
45-47 Cork Street

M.

P.

STREET SHOES
SPORT SHOES
WARM SLIPPERS
DANCING PUMPS
We Do Repairing

THE BIG SHOE STORE
The Stores in which to buy

For Society and Social Functions

GUELPH

ALBION

McARTHUR’S

HOTEL

THOMPSON,

Proprietor

Toilet Articles
Chocolates
Films
Patent Medicines

Bogardus & Barton
Quality Drug Stores

S. J. WIMPENNY
The Cleaner

Rooms, with
Weekly Rates.

or

without board.

Special
Men’s Suits made to measure.

Hot and Cold Water.

Contracts, $1.50—4 Suits.

Home Cooking—Excellent Service.

54 Cork St.

Stovel’s Block
Phone 400

Phone 2033
Cor. Macdonnell and Norfolk,
HIGHEST

Guelph

RATED

Gladioli, Peonies, Iris
My catalogue and price list of Highest
Rated Vigorous Northern-Grown Gladi¬
oli now ready for mailing.
1924 will be a big year for the gladiolus.
Bulbs of the best varieties will be in de¬
mand. Secure your requirements early.
Write for my catalogue and price list
to-day.—It Is Free.

J. E. CARTER
Guelph,

Phones 428-545

THE BEST IN SMOKES
The Latest in Magazines
Betty Browns, always fresh

Murphy & Cartledge

Ontario

Member of Canadian Gladiolus Society,
American Peony Society and American
Iris Society.

50 St. George’s Sq.
next to Bonds

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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BROABFOOT’S
PHA1MACY

Candyland
HOME-MADE CANDIES

DRUGS

AND

TOILET ARTICLES

Fresh Each Day
4 Doors North of Post Office

Hot Drinks

99

UPPER

WYNDHAM

STREET

Light Refreshments
Ice Cream Bricks

Specialization
We

Succeed

in

Pleasing

and

Giving Satisfaction.

116 WYNDHAM ST.

With concentration for 24 years on
quality and service has given the 20th
Century Clothes their National reputa¬
tion. New Models for Fall and Winter
are finer than ever.
Hand-tailored to
your measure.

a. s. McPherson
Suit Special] st

Phone 1157

New Cutten Block,
Quebec St.
Guelph’s Leading Tailoring Store

The Parser Duofold
Guarnateed to
twenty-five years.
stock of

Parker

hold its point

for

We carry a complete
Pens—come

J. J. McTague
Watchmaker & Jeweller
Right at the Post Office

E. H. JOHNS
TOBACCONIST
Bank of Montreal,

BETTER SHOES FOR LESS

in and

have them demonstrated.

Opp.

Yale Boot Shop

Quebec St, W,

Carries one of the highest-class stocks
in Western Ontario.
We Specialize in

Dunhill, Comoy, G.B.D. and B.B.B.
Pipes
Imported and Domestic Cigarettes.
Cigars and Tobaccos always in good
condition.

Lowney’s Chocolate Creams and
Bars always fresh, as we buy direct

A complete assortment of Men’s
Footwear in all latest shapes and leathers
PRICES REASONABLE

Phone 1835

j. s.

124 Wyndham St.

McDonald, manager

Special Order and
Repair Work
We can give you special attention on
both of these, just now.

SMITH

&

MAHONEY

Phone 1754J

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Regarding dessert;

it should be a

simple matter to subject it to a process
whereby all water and other unessential
compounds might be removed.

M. J. RUDELL
D.D.S., L.D.S.

In this

form a day’s supply could be stowed
away with a single constriction of the
pharyngeal muscles.
The objection that sufficient roughage
would not be provided has been raised

DENTAL SURGEON
Over Guelph Trust Co.,
Corner Wyndham and Cork Streets

Phones:

Office 16;

Residence 147

by a nutrition specialist in the Agricul¬
ture Option.

He need have no cause

for worry.

D. M. FOSTER, D.D.S., L.D.S.

Large bins could be installed in con¬
venient places so that each man as he
dashed through the doors could scoop
up a cabbage or a turnip.
be

.

gnawed

between

or

Dental Surgeon
Over Dominion Bank
Entrance 60 Macdonnell Street

Phone 1410

These could
even

during

lectures and would undoubtedly provide
enough roughage for the most exacting
constitution.

G. B. BRITTON, D. D. S.
DENTIST
45 Wyndham Street
(Over Woolworths)
Telephone 897

-

Residence 617 W

Ardent Youth
Professor—"Clergymen, and soldiers
appeal most strongly to women.
’26—"Would that I were an army

Ross Hamilton Wing, D. D. S.
General Dental Practice
23 Lower Wyndham Street
(Over Savage’s Jewelry)

chaplain!”—Lehigh Burr.

PHONE 1500
The

absent-minded

professor

GUELPH, ONT.

sur¬

veyed himself in the hair brush instead

DR. EARLE S. BURROWS

of the mirror.
"Gracious, but I need a shave,” he

(Over Liggett’s Drug Store)

mused.—Goblin.
Mary was milking the cow when a

DENTIST
Office Hours: 9-5.30
Phone 15W
Evenings by Appointment

bull came tearing across the meadow.

DENTIST

The girl, unafraid, went on with her

DR. L. R. GARVEY

milking.

Observers who had fled for

safety were surprised to see the bull

Opposite Capitol Theatre
Phone 1783.
Evening 7 to 8

stop dead within a few feet of the milk¬
maid, then turn around and walk de¬
jectedly away.

"Why did he turn away

like that?” yelled a man from the crotch
of a tree.

"Because he was scared,”

was Mary’s reply,

"This cow is his

C. E. MORGAN, d.d.s.. l.d.s.
Dental Surgeon

Upper Wyndham St.
Evenings by appointment.

mother-in-law.”
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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The
Pleasures
of a
RADIO
How would you like to sit at home and hear “right out of the air”
some of the greatest lectures, most masterly music, epoch-making
speeches, by just “tuning in” on your radio? _
Every minute of the 24 hours, the air is crowded with these waves
sent from somewhere in the world to every part of the world. The lec¬
tures, music and speeches are there for you to hear. Will you heed?
We have a Radio Department in our store with courteous clerks who
are specially versed in Radio matters.

THE GRINYER ELECTRIC CO.
LIMITED

43-45 QUEBEC STREET

GUELPH, ONT.

Electrical, Heating, Plumbing Contractors, Radio Supplies.

TAYLOR DRUG CO.
Join The

Dependable Druggists

Canadian Gladiolus
Society
A First-Rate Investment
Flower Lovers

for

all

ST.

GEORGE’S

SQUARE

Quality Chocolates, Perfumes, Toilet
Articles, Waterman’s Pens, EverSharp Pencils, Etc.
Pictures Developed and Printed.
WE

SAVE

YOU

MONEY.

MEMBERSHIP, $2.00 A YEAR
Which includes the Society’s Splendid
Bulletin,
Monthly

Reports

and

Publication,

the

“The

Best
Flower

Grower.”

Society’s Trial Grounds at O. A. C.
Honorary President:

HOWDEN

HARDWARE

CO,

Dealers in General Hardware, Paints,
Varnishes, Oils, Leads, Glass, Putty,
Builders’ Supplies and Farmers’ Sup¬
plies.
Stoves, Graniteware, Tinware
and Kitchen Utensils.

30-32 Macdonnell Street
PHONE 964
GUELPH, ONT.

DR. F. E. BENNETT,St.Thomas,Ont.
President:

ROBINSON’S LIVERY

J. F. MARR, Guelph, Ont.

TAXI SERVICE

Write A. H. TOMLINSON, SecretaryTreasurer, O. A. College, Guelph, Ont.

Excellent Riding Horses for Hire
General Livery Work
Phone 149

112 MACDONALD ST., GUELPH

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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I.
Gird

on

thy

strength,

O

man,

thy

strength renew,
In

fair

desire

thine

Unto the stars of heaven and pass
away.
And earth renew the buds of thy desire

earth-born

joy

In fleeting blooms of everlasting day.

renew;
Live thou thy life beneath the making
sun—

Thy work with beauty crown, thy life

Till Beauty, Truth and Love in thee
are one.

Thro’ thousand ages hath thy child¬
hood run,

truth uplift to God

For Whom all is, from Whom was all
begun;
In Whom all Beauty, Truth and Love

On timeless ruin hath thy glory been
the

with love;
Thy mind with
above—

IL

From

IV.

forgotten

night

of

are one.

loves

—Alfred Noyes.

foredone,
Thou risest in the dawn of hopes
unseen.
Might Be Warmer

III.

Capt. Cook;

Higher and higher shall thy thoughts
aspire,

“Well, Lizzie, how do

you like this weather?”
Elizarian: “I’d rather be in H-.”

Shelllex

Shis'-cm

GEO. WILLIAMS
Baker, Confectioner
Grocer and Caterer
The place to get anything in catering
for Parties, Receptions and Weddings.
Fancy Cakes,
and plain.

SEE US TODAY
and

See Better Tomorrow

G. S. PRINGLE
Optometrist and Optician
138

UPPER

WYNDHAM

ST.

Pastry—ornamented

Fancy Table Delicacies — English,
French, Scotch, Swiss, Italian and Am¬
erican.
Will be glad to show you our Delicious
assortment.

Our Specialties—
Fruits, Flowers and Candies

BETHELL’S
Boxes of Fancy Fruits, Flowers and
Floral Designs sent anywhere.

Fruits a Specialty.
Oysters in Season.

Oysters in Seasons
r9rs
wjw

ALMA BLOCK
Upper Wyndham St.,

The Little Covent Garden
Phone 109

104 Wyndham St., Opp. Post Office
Phone 1121.
GUELPH, ONT.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Smokers’ Supplies

DALY’S
“Right at the Post Office”
News, Stationery, Tobaccos,
Chocolates, Developing, Printing

CUT

XXV

MALONE BROS.
28 Lower Wyndham St.

FLOWERS

Choice Cut Flowers always on hand,
Roses, Carnations, Valley,. Violets
and
all
Flowers in
Season.

GILCHRIST’S
Phone 436.

Central Cafe
St. George’s Square

St. George’s Square

BEST CAFE IN THE CITY

Shoes Repaired at

D. CAMPBELL’S
51 Quebec St.
Special attention to Students’ work.
Skates Ground Concave

Public Stenographers
18 DOUGLAS ST,

Phone 1592

Work promptly and accurately done

The Original Rosary
MISS E. S. MARRIOTT
Florist, Designer and Fancy Goods
Phone 966
Sunday 385J
Upper Wyndham St., Guelph

The O’Keeffes
Artistic Photographers
Dominion Bank Building
PHONE 942
GUELPH

“’Arf a Mo.”
Why
Carry
Newspapers,
Cigs,
Candies, etc., from Town, when you can
get them at “THE HUT?”—the booth
at the bottom of College Hill, near river.

In Business to “Serve.”

John Armstrong
Limited

FOUNTAIN HOUSE
Rooms—with or without Board, also
Confectionery and Refreshments. Satis¬
faction guaranteed.
Rates Moderate.

C. GILLESPIE,
Gordon Street,
Res. 41J.

Guelph

Office 41W.
DOUGLAS ST.

C. L.

Kearns

TAXI SERVICE
George Stovel
The Reliable Shoe Repair Man—Repairs
all Athletic Goods

Stovel’s Block,

DRY GOODS

52 Cork Street

PROGRAMMES
Letter-Heads and Envelopes, Cards,
Invitations, Menus, etc., artistically
designed and neatly printed.

Kelso Printing Co.
Fine Job Printers
TOVELL’S BLOCK
GUELPH

Next door to Sam Wimpenny’s
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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RYAN’S MEN’S STORE
|

Three Clearing Lines for the Month

!

j

There are many others, but we mention these particularly.

OVERCOATS:—
Latest Style Ulsters, mostly with all around or three-piece belts.
Best selling shades of the season, some partially lined, with seams bound,
plaid back cloth or fully lined.
Regular $22.00 and $32.00 values (worth
$5.00 more)—-

Clearance—$18.45 and $22.50
Black Melton Chesterfields—Velvet collars, all wool cloth, fully
lined.

Broken lines of our $22.00 and $32.00 values.

Clearance, $15.45

SUITS:Men’s and Young Men’s Suits—Broken lots of our fall and winter
$22.00 stock. Sizes 34 to 44.
them at $6.55 less—

Worth $5.00 more—but we are clearing

Clearance, $15.45
Fancy Tweed and Worsted Suits—Regular $22.00 values, but
no plain blue or grey—

Clearance, $18.45
Men’s and

Young Men’s $32.00 Suits—All wool clothes of

highest grade manufacture.

No plain blue or grey.

Sizes 34 to 44—

Clearance, $25.50

HATS:—
Men’s Plain Felts, Shaggy Scratch Felts and Borsalinos—
At Clearance Prices—
Regular $1.75 Quality for $1.45.
Regular $2.45 Quality for $1.95.
$2.95 Scratch Felts for $2.45.
$7.50 Borsalinos for $3.85.

OL 5L Smut Sc (Ext
DEPARTMENT STORES
Guelph

Owen Sound

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering advertisements
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Men Who Are Not Above
Saving A Little
—on the dozen and one needs of their ward¬
robe, will find a great friend in our Mid-Winter
Clearance Sales.

The Main Store and the

Branch Store form a veritable treasure land of
fashionable things and good things, with price
savings that are a revelation.

All the Overcoats
Divided into Two Clearing Groups

$24.75

$34.75

for Overcoats regularly priced
up to $40.00

for Overcoats regularly priced
up to $60.00

Savings of $5.50 to $8.00 on

Suits at $29.50
All the Hats and Caps and many lines of Furnishings at MidWinter Reductions.
It's a part of wise finance to provide
wardrobe needs now.

D. E. Macdonald & Bros.
Limited

Guelph’s Leading and Largest Store
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Guelph Business Directory
The attention of the O. A. C. and Macdonald Students is drawn to the
following Directory of Guelph Business and Professional men.
tisements help to make your magazine a success.
and give the best service you can obtain.

Their adver¬

They carry the best goods

It is only fair that you patronize

them.
Banks—

“The Hut”

Dominion

Bank

Guelph & Ontario Investment and
Saving Society
The Royal Bank
Union Bank

Murphy & Cartledges
Russell Daly
Cigar Stores—Murphy & Cartledge
A. F. Johns
Malone Bros.

Barbers—
College Barber Shop
Board and Rooms—

Caterers—
The Kandy Kitchen
Geo. Williams

Albion Hotel
Fountain House
Book Stores—
C. Anderson & Co.

Cleaners and Pressers—
W. V. Bagg
Confectionery—
Geo. Williams

Boots and Shoes—
Cosford’s Shoe Store
J. D. McArthur
Agnew Boot Shop.
Yale Boot Shop.

Clothiers & Furnishings—
Rollie Hewer
Ryan’s Men’s Store
D. E. MacDonald & Bros., Ltd.
Powell & Fennell
R. S. Cull

Brokers—
J. E. Carter
Cafes—

Cole Bros. & Scott
S. MacPherson
Dancing—
Huxley’s Dancing Academy.

Central
Dominion Cafe
Star Cafe.
Royal Canadian Cafe
Candy, Ice Cream, Hot Drinks—

Dentists—
Dr. E. Burrows
Dr. G. W. Morgan
Dr. L. R. Garvey
Dr. M. J. Rudell

The Kandy Kitchen
Candyland

Dr. G. P. Britton
Dr. D. M. Foster
Dr. Ross H. Wing.

The Peacock Candy Shop

Dr. G. H. Weber.

Geo. Williams

You will be doing the Review a service if you tell these people you have
read their advertisement.
'-V

C\;>
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Guelph Business Directory
(Continued)
Dry Goods & Ladies’ Wear—

D.

E.

Macdonald & Bros.

Cole Bros. & Scott
G. B. Ryan & Co.

Magazines and Newspapers—

Daly’s
Murphy and Cartledge.
“The Hut”
Musical Instruments—

John Armstrong

C. W. Kelly & Son

Druggists—

The Grinyer Co.

Alex. Stewart

Opticians and Optometrists—

Bogardus & Barton

Geo. Pringle
A. D. Savage

Taylor’s Drug Store.
Broadfoot

Photographers—

Electrical Appliances and Plumbers—

The Grinyer Co.

The Kennedy Studio
O’Keefe Studio
Printing—

Florists—

The Guelph Herald

James Gilchrist
The Little Covent Garden (Bettell’s)
Miss E. S. Marriott

Wallace Printing Co.
Kelso Printing Co.
E. M. Burnell Book-Binding

&

Printing Co.

Fruits—

The Little Covent Garden

Pressing—

S. J. Wimpenny

Geo. Williams

Public Stenographers—

Hood & Benallick

Miss A. Cabeldu
Public
Stenographers

Groceries—

Hood and Benallick
Geo. Williams

office

Douglass St.
Riding Horses—

Hair-Dressing Parlors—

Robinson’s Livery

Miss Pringle

Signs—

T. Ross Barber.

Hardware—

J. P. Hammill
The Bond Hardware Co.
Howden Hardware

Shoe Repairing—

J. D. McArthur
Campbell’s Shoe Repair Shop

Penfold Hardware Co.
Horticultural Society, Guelph—

F. Marr, 14 Verney St., Secretary.

Geo. Stovd
Storage Battery Service—

Willard
Taxicabs—

Jewellers—

Savage & Co.
Smith and Mahoney.
J. J. McTague
T. Phipps

C. L. Kearns, Phone 41W
Robinson’s Livery—Phone 149
Tailors

Keleher & Hendley
Theatres—

Laundries—

Suey Wah
The Globe Laundry
Livery—

Robinson’s Livery
Lumber—

Guelph Lumber Co.

Please mention

Castle
Tobacco Shops—

A. F. Johns
Murphy & Cartledge
Daly’s
Malone Bros.

the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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The Dominion Bank
ESTABLISHED 1871

Complete Banking Facilities
Manufacturers and business houses carrying their accounts
with the Dominion Bank are assured of efficient service.

We invite accounts of the staff and students

Savings Department
Interest allowed on deposits and paid or added to accounts
twice a year.

Guelph Branch

A. E. Gibson, Manager

T
PROCUL NEGOTIIS
I think that if I had a farm,
I’d be a man of sense;
And if the day was nice and warm
I’d sit upon the fence,
And calmly smoke a pensive pipe,
And think about my pigs;
And wonder if the corn was ripe;
And counsel Vhomme qui digs.
And if the day was wet and cold,
I think I should admire
To sit, and dawdle over old
Montaigne, before the fire;
And pity boobies who could lie
And squabble just for pelf;
And thank my blessed stars that I
Was nicely fixed myself.
—E. Sanford Martin.

Our Amateur Finishing Department
is the finest in the city.
We give
you Velor Prints with Velvet or Glossy
Finish.
Black and White, or Sepia
tones. 24 hour service.
EATON, CRANE AND PIKE
S TA TIONER Y
for those students who are particular
about the appearance of their corres¬
pondence.

ALEX. STEWART
Druggist

He that wrestles with us strengthens
our nerves; our antagonist is our helper.

St. George’s Square, Right at Post
Office.

—Burke.
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Under a $5,000 Whole Life Policy
The Ontario Equitable Guarantees
$ 5,000

10,000
15,000

100
100

For Death.
(Double Indemnity) For Accidental Death.
(Triple Indemnity) For Certain Classes of Accidental Death (Travel
Accident, etc.)
A Month for Temporary Disabling Sickness (Maximum 12 months.)
A Month for Temporary Disabling Accident (Maximum 12 months.)
For Total and Permanent Disability Policy Pays—

100

A Month for Insured’s Lifetime.

(NOTE:—In this event the Company cancels all remaining premiums on behalf
of the insured, and at insured’s death pays the full face amount of the policy, regardless
of number of Monthly income payments made.)
Policies issued with or without these features for combinations of various
amounts.

Sign.....
Age
Name
Street
City
Tear out, and send to Head Office, or to J. W. Mather, Dist. Mgr., 23 Wyndham
Street, Guelph, Ont., for further particulars.

The Ontario Equitable Life and Accident
Insurance Company
Head

Office,

Waterloo,

Ontario.

S.

C. TWEED, President.

Give Your Hens A Square Deal, Feed

Chick Food,

More Eggs

Growing Mash,

and

Scratch Food,
WESTERN

Better Birds,
CANADA

FLOUR

Laying Mash
Fattening Mash,
Pigeon Food,

MILLS COMPANY,

LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT.

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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SOME MEN ARE
ALWAYS BORROWING
Although they sometimes have larger incomes some men are always
borrowing.
The confirmed borrower is a self-convicted failure, a grumbling
and unreliable person who usually reaches old age dependent on
others or still working, struggling and borrowing for a living—
and finally dies under a load of debt.
On the other hand, the lender is the man who spends his money
freely but with care, who saves something each pay day and
goes through life happy and contented, with money always at
his disposal to grasp each opportunity. He saves before he spends
and thus embraces prosperity for himself and his family.

The Royal Bank of Canada
Incorporated 1869

Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Was This at Gananoque?
A member of the New York City
Canadian Club recently made a flying
trip to Canada.

After completing his

business, he went over to the station to
see about his reservation.
“Let me have sleeping accomodation
to New York,” he said to the man at
the window.
“For a single passenger?”
“No,” he replied,

“I’m married, but

I’m not taking anybody with me.

A

single shelf will answer.”
“Upper or lower?” asked the agent.
“You understand, of course, the lower
is higher than the upper.

The higher

price is for the lower berth.

If you want

it lower you’ll have to go higher.

We

sell the upper lower than the lower.

In

other words the higher the lower.”
“Then why do they all prefer the

Blue Serge Suits

lower?” inquired the writer.
“On account of its convenience,” the
agent

replied.

“Most

persons

A Special Feature Here

don’t

like the upper, although it’s lower, on

Complete

New

Spring

Range

account of its being higher, and because

just

when you occupy an upper you have to

Herringbone

get up to go to bed, and then get down

Every Suit Guaranteed for Long

when you get up.

Service.

I would advise you

received.

Fine
Striped

Twill

and

Weaves.

to take the lower, although it’s higher
than the upper for the reason I have
stated, that the upper is lower, because
it is higher.

$25 to $45

You can have the lower if

you pay higher, but if you are willing
to go higher it will be lower.”

P.S.—See the New Spring Hats
with colored stripe bands; also the

“Too deep for me,” replied the writer,

New Caps.

“I’ll ride in the smoker, where I can sit
up when I sit down.”—The Maple Leaf.

They’re Different!

He Meant Well
One

of

the

budding

Freshmen

of

Middle Hunt recently found the follow¬
ing sign pinned on his door.
“Don’t shoot this saxophone player
he’s doing

the

best

he

can.

Surely

Powell & Fennell

there isn’t a branch of the Ku-Klux in
our midst.”

20 Lower Wyndham
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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Men’s Felt Hats for Spring
New Lines at Special Prices
The DAN DOBBS
HAT
A beautiful, soft felt hat with
deerskin finish, in the new shades
of spruce, pearl and ocean. Some
with fancy colored bands, which
give a very striking and neat effect,
and others with plain band cf con¬
trasting color. Sizes 6% to 7%.
This is a high-class hat at a reason¬
able price.

$4.45
The BAMWORTH
HAT
One of our best Canadian makes
with deerskin finish. Made in the
latest shades of mid grey and
spruce.
The sizes range from 634
to 7%. Our price on this hat is
a popular one for an article of this
quality and style.

$3.65

A Special Hat
at $2.65
These

special

hats

will

give

splendid service and come in as¬
sorted colors, fawns, browns grays
and black.

They are good to look

at, and the price is easily reached.

$2.65

(6. K 2Ujan & (Bn.
DEPARTMENT STORES
Guelph

-

Owen Sound
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Surprising Number of Men
are after
New Suits

I

T’S the loose, free, carelessly-at-ease feeling
of the new Spring fashion that ’s winning
their eyes.
For the new Spring Suits are comfort
itself.
And this distinctive sort of naturalness
is carried to the utmost in MACDONALD
Suits.
It is modified or elaborated to meet
the proportions of men of all sizes.
And it
is dignified.
A man’s taste for colors and out-of-theordinary patterning can have full sway in this
Spring choice.
And there’s a price to suit every purse
limit—

Popular Values at

$22.50 to $45.00

D. E. Macdonald & Bros.
Limited

Guelph’s Leading and Largest Store
Please mention the O. A. C. REVIEW when answering Advertisements
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m
College Year Books
\V7E
**

have
very

produced
artistic

in

the

Year

past

Books

students of several colleges.

for

Our

some
the

printing

is of a very high standard and carefully and
honestly produced.
We solicit this class of work from any
college.

HAYDEN PRESS, Limited
London

-

-

Ontario

Tested and Proved Service

Judge—Certainly.—Full

A Peppy Show

Student Reporter (to a judge who is
busily announcing the qualities of a
bird at the poultry production show)—
Are you a judge?

of

spizer-

inctum.
Student—What’s

spizerinctum?

Judge—That means spirited, peppy.
Student—Fine, thank you very much,
sir.

Judge—Yes; who are you?

—Cornell Countryman.

Student—I’m a reporter.
Judge—See that gentleman over in
the next aisle?

(To man taking notes

for him)—Roup on lice.

After trying unsuccessfully to open
the door of the pantry, where the cakes
were, the small boy turned to his bro¬

Student—He sent me to you. What’s
roup?

ther and said:
“It’s no use, Tommy.

Judge—Roup’s

a

bad

cold.—Dish

face.

Not one of

those keys will fit.’’
“All right, then,’’ said Tommy resign¬

Student—What ?

edly, “we’ll wait till mother comes home

Judge—I say roup is like a bad cold.
—Shallow body.

boys.”

Student—O, pardon me.
Judge—Certainly,

come

and ask for something for being good

back

and

see me after the show.—Knock kneed.

Husbandry is such that if you do one

Student—Can’t you give me some

thing late, you are late in all things.—

statement about the show now?

Cato.
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Massey-Harris Service
What It Means

W

HEN buying implements and machinery for your farm it is im¬
portant to know how near home the machine can be bought;
what arrangements the Manufacturers have for setting up the
machine and putting it in operation; what service can be given in case
of accident to the machine at any time, and the probability of being able
to get repairs in years to come.
In all These Points MASSEYHARRIS SERVICE Excels.
Over 75 years in business, supplying the needs of farmers, with an assured
future which enables the purchasers of Massey-Harris Machinery to feel
certain that they will be able to get duplicate parts for their machines any
time in the future.
An Organization which extends over the entire Dominion, from Coast
to Coast, with Branches in all large cities, and Local Agents in almost
every Town and Village, able to set up and put in operation all MasseyHarris Machines, and supply repairs for same.
The Line includes practically every machine used on the farm.
Harvesting Machines
Grain Binders
Push Harvesters
Reapers
Corn Harvesters

Tillage Machines
Plows
Disc Harrows
Spring-Tooth Harrows
Spike-Tooth Harrows
Harrow Carts
Cultivators
Scufflers
Land Rollers
Land Packers
Culti-Packer

Vehicles
Wagons
Dump Carts
Sleighs
Dump Wagons
General
Manure Spreaders
Gasoline Engines
Spray Outfits
Tractors
Saw Outfits
Feed Cutters
Pulpers
Grinders
Ensilage Cutters
Cream Separators
Pump Jacks
Wheel Barrows
Bag Trucks
Potato Diggers
Sprayers

Seeding Machines
Seeders
Grain Drills
Fertilizer Drills
Fertilizer Sowers
Corn Planters
Turnip Sowers
Hay-Making Machines
Mowers
Rakes
Tedders
Side Delivery Rakes
Hay Loaders

MASSEY-HARRIS COMPANY, Ltd.
Established 1847
HEAD OFFICE
Branches at:
Saskatoon,

Toronto,

Montreal,

Swift Current,

-

TORONTO

Moncton,

Winnipeg,

Yorkton,

Agencies Everywhere.

Brandon,

Calgary,

Regina,

Edmonton.

Schedule of Winter Short Courses
1924
No. 1.—STOCK AND SEED JUDGING (Two^Weeks), January 8th—
January 19th.
No. 2.—POULTRY RAISING (Four Weeks), January 8th—February
2nd.
No. 3.—HORTICULTURE COURSES.
1.

Fruit and Vegetable Growing, January 21st—February
2nd.

2.

Floriculture and Landscape Gardening, February 4th—
February 16th.

No. 4.—DAIRY COURSES.
1.

Course for Factory Cheese and Buttermakers, January
2nd—March 14th.

2.

Cow-testing January 7th—January 19th.

3.

Farm Dairy, January 21st—February 2nd.

4.

Factory Milk and Cream Testing, including Factory
Management and Accounts, February 4th—February
16th.

5.

Market Milk, including Mechanical
February 18th—March 1st.

6.

Condensed and
loth.

7.

Ice-cream, including Mechanical Refrigeration, March
17th—March 28th.

8.

Creamery and Cheesemaking Course, including Mechan¬
ical Refrigeration, March 24th—March 28th.

Powdered Milk,

Refrigeration,

March 3rd—March

No. 5—BEE KEEPING (Two Weeks) January 8th—January 19th
No. 6.—DRAINAGE AND DRAINAGE SURVEYING (Two Weeks).
January 8th—January 19th.
No. 7.—FARM POWER, including tractors, gasoline engines, etc., (Two
Weeks), January 22nd—February 2nd.
Extra copies of this Circular or Calendar and information concerning
regular courses may be procured by writing to the Ontario Agricultural
College, Guelph.
J. B. REYNOLDS, M.A.,
President.

A. M. PORTER, B.S.A.,
Registrar.

